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Ophelia
and the Tragedy 
in HAMLET

Philip LeCuyer

After Polonius’ death and the 
intense climax of Hamlet’s interview 
with his mother, the play undergoes 
a distinct transition of mood. The 
excrutiation of Hamlet’s self-analysis, 
having touched bottom in the scene with 
Gertrude, fades into the business-like 
soldiering of Fortinbras. And now, a 
vein of action having at last been opened, 
and a few drops of blood spilled, the 
king may disclose his strategem on Ham
let’s life. There is a sense that ener
gies of normalcy, however distant from 
the poisoned atmosphere of Elsinore, 
are somewhere beneath the surface groping 
into a channel of dramatic if not per
sonal resolution. As vistas slowly 
broaden, we come with a feeling of slight 
release to Ophelia's entry: (Ql- Enter 
Ophelia playing on a lute, her hair down, 
singing).

I

It is of little use to search out 
particular passages upon which the scenes 
with Ophelia turn, for as Bradley has ob
served, the pathetic beauty of her dis
traction and death is such that we feel 
disinclined to obtrude with the bland 
commentary of analysis. This is right 
inasmuch as the nature of what happens 
on stage and in our minds effects a de
rangement of reason’s clarity in order 
to address directly the foundations of 
consciousness and will, probed bare in 
the first three acts, and so requires 
apperception which is more direct. It 
touches us most deeply, and does seem 
to float amidst our thoughts about the 
play like the ’fairy isle’ of Coleridge’s 
famous passage. It is in these scenes 
that the suffocation and tortured thought 
of the earlier acts are absorbed into the 
sanctuary of Ophelia’s loving nature, 
and changed. Shakespeare has, from the 
outset, carefully excluded her from the 
reciprocation of strategem and counter-- 
strategem which ends in Polonius’ death. 
Her response, ’M do not know, my Lord, 
what I should think,’ isolates and sup
presses her in a dramatic world whose 
persons know only too well what they 
think, and what they mean to do. As 
Ophelia is innocent of thought in a real



sense, as well as of experience, and is then untouched by their atten- 
dent compulsions, we do better to understand her as a presence rather 
than as a dramatically shaped character. When her moment of eloquence 
comes, she has no development, but emerges, after the bitter vivisection 
of Hamlet's mental thrust has spent itself, as a voice at once chaste 
and sensuai, as a fairy isle where fragmentary allusions to what had 
passed incommudicado inside Hamlet float on the clear surface of her 
song.

At Ophelia's entry we are told,

"Her speech is nothing.
And yet the unshaped use of it doth move 
The hearer to col lection.''

Uneasiness toward the recoliection here broached, which is as yet inde
finite, is underscored in Horatio's cautious observation,

"'Tv/ere good she were spoken with, for she may strew 
Dangerous conjectures in iil-breeding minds."

The compressed meaning of ’iiI-breeeding minds' fuses in its suggesti- 
vity the very substance of the play with Ophelia's simpie query,

"How should I your true love know 
From another one..."

She enters again, her attention resting for a moment on the flowers in 
her hand.

'There's rosemary, that's for remembrance- 
Pray you, love, remember. And there is 
Pansies, that's for thought,"

and we hear in her artless words resonances of Hamlet's truth and his 
perplexity without his bitter retaliation. All is suspended in Ophelia's 
memory, while bits and pieces floating there are transfigured, Polonius 
from a prating fool to a lost father, the king and queen to nullity, and 
Laertes from his excessive self-importance to a mere pawn of the king.

Her passage from this world seems not like death, but like dila
tion into a deeper, vaster consciousness. Her flowers, her bits of old 
tunes 'mermaid-Iike' merge into the larger ritual rhythms which 
surround.the movement and utterances of both scenes in Act V. The pro
cession to Ophelia’s grave, followed by the formal procedures of the 
fencing match and the military cadence of the 'dead march,' contain at 
last persons and actions of the play with indisputable finality. The 
recesses of personal isolation in Hamlet’s 'to be or not to be' are 
subsumed and reshaped into the impersonality of his 'the readiness is 
a 1 I... let be.'

By way of the clown's instruction we are brought to a grotesque 
awareness of the immense distance between this state of mental dilation 
and a more ordinary state of affairs. The facile casuistry of Christian



doctrine proves, in the hands of the clown at least, a tool far too crude 
though humorously so for understanding what has come to pass in Ophelia's 
death scene. We laugh because his obstinate application of cause and ef
fect to this particular case of 'the man' and 'the water' misses entirely 
what we have perceived in these scenes with Ophelia.

"...Here lies the water, good. Here stands the 
man, good. If the man go to this water and drown 
himself, it Is will he, nil I he he goes, mark 
you that; but if the water come to him and drown 
him, he drowns not himself. ArgaI, he that is 
not guilty of his own death shortens not his 
own life.''

Our reading of what has happened is of course radically different 
and cannot exclude Hamlet. From this point in the play he is, as the 
postscript of his letter emphasizes, 'alone' in a way he has not been 
previously. 'Naked' and 'alone.' Reports of his return from the trou
bled surface are carefully interspersed with the account of Ophelia's 
passing beneath it. It is a scene in which our sense of what is prop- 
able and what is cause and what effect is only weakly operative, and 
we receive Ophelia's serenity and Hamlet's new-found simplicity as 
they coalesce in the same impression. On seeing the body there is a 
last fitful outburst, one final stab of pain, before Hamlet relinquishes 
himself to the ritual purification of the last scene, and is able to 
say to Horatio,

’’Sir, in my heart there was a kind of fighting."

This verse marks the emergence of a conflict, which has been bound to 
the mystery of Hamlet's inner person, into the objective clarity of a 
dual with rapiers.

"So much for this, sir, now you shall see the other"

signalizes the closure of Hamlet's mystery, out of which he now assumes 
an established form of action and even observation.

We, inasmuch as we are modern-day Rosencrantzes and GuiIdensterns 
with an impulse to know why Hamlet was that way, are no more able than 
they '-o pluck out the heart of his mystery. But we will have an even 
slighter motion of the direction in which it lies if we fail to sense 
the inner pill exerted on him by Ophelia's presence, which is not to 
say her opinions or loyalties. For she Is sensual, chaste, beloved 
of Hamlet, and in a way which is perhaps to be explained as intimacy 
of word and theme, she is related to the 'too too solid flesh' that, 
despite his prodigious mental activity, does not until the queen's ex
quisite tracery of Ophelia's death by water, 'thaw and resolve itself 
into a dew.'

To think of Ophelia as a cherished object which the would-be aveng
er must’ rel1nquish, or as somehow confuse with Gertrude In his mind, 
or again, as the beloved who has forfeited all rights to confidence



by her mental Inferiority and compliance in Pol onius* strategem, is to 
stand on nearly the same footing as the clowns in Act V. Pxe levant as 
these alternatives may be, particularly the first, the play was obviously 
not imagined on that level alone, or even primarily.

An inkling of what is to pass in the mental space between word and 
theme is disclosed in the ghost’s two-fold command,

'"Revenge this foul and most unnatural murder

But howsoever thou pursuest this act.
Taint not thy mind."

The end of this action is sufficiently clear—revenge. Hamlet grasps 
it immediately. The means of performing it, ’howsoever thou pursuest 
this act,’ is less clear. A vague directive, ’taint not thy mind,’ 
indicates an integrity which, in the tragic wuality of the action, will 
be required of the revenger. We remember Hamlet later is naked and 
alone. But through four acts the concrete implications of it are, 
like the language in which they are expressed, obscure. Though Ham
let does realize verbally an obligation to extricate his mindf from 
the baser matter, as he phrases It, he replies to the ghost with little 
solid understanding of how deeply his brain is embedded in ’pressures 
past that youth and observation copied there,’ more particularly, in 
his perception of Ophelia’s sensual beauty.

’'Remember thee!
Yea, from the table of my memory
I’M wipe away all trivial fond records.
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past 
That youth and observation copied there.
And thy commandment all alone shall live 
Within the book and volume of my brain 
Unmixed with baser matter."

Hamlet’s instinct to ’unmix’ has surfaced before this first encounter 
with the ghost in the soliloquy of Act I. There it is formulated as a 
wiI I to suicide,

"Oh, that this too too solid flesh would melt.
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew’.
Or that the Everlasting had not fixed 
His canon ’gainst self-slaughter.’"

After his private clarification with the ghost, Hamlet’s method of ’un- 
mixing’ is altered from willed self-destruction to willed withdrawal 
from Ophelia. This becomes the co-theme of four acts, ending only in 
Ophelia’s grave. The negation, the un-ness of it, is in essence private 
to Hamlet, and there can be no accuracy in statements about which moments 
of his madness are real and which are feigned. Slippage of his mind over 
the bulk-reality around it is slippage, and as such, inaccessible to us. 
Endless self-repetition, first noticed by Bradley, is one way we sense It.



"You cannot, sir, take from me
anything that I will more willingly part withal
except my life, except my life, except my life."

This inaccessibility, whose manifestations are the outer walls of Hamlet’s 
mystery, is, too, enigmatic for that part of Hamlet which participates 
In outlying ’baser matter.’ He would be at his revenge, and faces the 
question squarely.

"To be or not to be, that is the question."

Momentary focus, however, again loses its footing on the mysterious possi
bilities which inhere in a mind isolated,

"To die, to sleep.
To sleep — perchance to dream."

but imperfectly so.

"Aye, there’s the rub.
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil 
Must give us pause."

The dis-Integra I quality of Hamlet’s mind at this point puzzles itself, 
and at the same moment it ’loses the name of action,’ touches the presence 
of Ophelia with finely rooted desire.

"...their currents turn awry 
And lose the name of action. —Soft you now!
The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons 
Be all my sins remembered."

Scenes later revenge is still merely conceptual, nor does Hamlet under
stand its indirections. In the fourth soliloquy, the inclusion of which 
in acting versions of the play seems to have been optional, we’ve the 
frankness of his confession.

"I do not know
Why yet I live to say ’this thing’s to do,’
SIth I have cause, and will, and strength, and means 
To do't. Examples gross as earth exhorts me..."

Hamlet has indeed come to the inner limit of his will. It is not suf
ficient. His sincere bafflement, in itself irresolbable, is held sepa
rate from Hamlet’s later nakedness and solitude only by the scenes with 
Ophelia in her distraction. As impersonal formality gradually replaces 
Hamlet's mental impulse, we notice that his will, though sadly ineffec
tive in direct revenge, nevertheless by willing as it does, causes through 
its erratic indirections the set of circumstances through which necessity 
works his end. Or as Hamlet then says, a divinity. We think of his sword 
frozen in air over Claudius at bay and on his knees, and the same sword 
seconds later passing through the arras into an unseen victim. And we



remember the victim's amusing solemnity when he loses the thread of his 
argument at 'closes in the consequesnce’ while explaining to Reynaldo how one me

"By indirections find directions out."

Ophelia is Hamlet's indirection. [Between his ghostly and awareness 
of her sensual 'maiden presence’ is not empty space, but a no-man’s 
land wherein Hamlet has his being and the play takes place. Its outer 
boundaries redelineated with cold precision in the directness and obli
quity of.

'■Revenge this foul and most unnatural murder
• • •

But howsoever thou pursuest this act 
Taint not thy mind."

This gem holds the conflict in its entirety. We have comtemplated Hamlet’s 
zealous response toward revenge, and lines later, Hamlet having gone to 
'pray,' we are shown the first visible repercussion of this zeal in Ophelia’s 
image of her visitor, where cleansing 'all trivial fond records’ approxi
mates is some sort a man tearing at his own entrails.

"He took me by the wrist and held me hard.
Then goes he to the length of all his arm.
And with his other hand thus o’er his brow 
He falls to such perusal of my face 
As he would draw it. Long stayed he so.
At last a little shaking of mine arm.
And thrice his head thus waving up and down.
He raised a sigh so piteous and profound 
As it did seem to shatter all his bulk 
And end his being."

The slightness of a thrice repeated gesture, and one thinks of Hamlet’s 
verbal repetitions, serves to open further the margin in his split-con
sciousness. An intimacy of the surface tears apart, a beginning with no 
end in sight.

"That done, he lets me go.
And with his head over his shoulder turned 
He seemed to find his way without his eyes.
For out of doors he went without their helps.
And to the last bended their light on me."

In this first stage of separation we find ourselves persuaded by the vi
sible clearness in our impression of what has happened, and at the same 
time in possession of two equally plausible reasons why, which recipro
cally weaken each other. Ophelia, having received her instruction in 
the last scene but one, is trying to be 'somewhat scanter of her maiden 
presence,’ and Hamlet’s vow o-f the last scene to erase all past form and 
content -from the 'table of his memory’ rings still in our ears. The 
scene so vividly described by Ophelia rests on these two tributary



possibilities, neither of which allows the other to become more than 
a possibiIity.

This is the first stirring of Hamlet’s act — an act of excision 
which must eventually reach the very ground of his ’bulk’ and ’being.'
In it we have noticed what Is not so much a removal as an attenuation 
of cause and effect. It is important to recall its final humorous 
irrelevance in the clown's disputation.

Deeper in our consciousness, underlying the explaining out habitual 
applications of cause and effect, we encounter the fissure a second time 
as subject and object. It is, perhaps, our most elemental tool for ap
portioning events into intelligibility. Eliot, at work with insights 
which proved extremely useful in his earlier verse, pronounced the play 
a failure because in it the subject does not express itself through 
knowable correlated objects. This is true, as is his futher criticism 
that the play is made of several strata. In the second encounter with 
Ophelia we come to experience a stratum on which the subjectrobject 
mechanism, normally our structural interpreter, is neutralized. The 
visible postures of the first scene here re-emerge more delicately and 
devastatingly as mental agony without gesture. We are concerned with 
a pendulum movement of Hamlet's being from the poised extremity of his 
will, through uncertain paths opening from it, to Ophelia's presence, 
and back again. His outburst against impossible possibilities — 'Are 
you honest? Get thee to a nunnery!' — is the agonized return of a 
single pulse in the play's continual movement between two widening 
absolutes.

Although we may ask of this soliloquy-encounter, as countless 
directors and scholars have previously asked, whether Hamlet senses the 
immediate intrigue, we shall have no answer. Does he act on Ophelia, or 
react to Claudius? As before, both possibilities have been carefully 
established. And we divide our understanding between the counterpoised 
explanations that something inside Hamlet is the cause,

"something in his soul
O'er which his melancholy sits on brood," 

and that it is something outside him,

' But yet do I be Iieve 
The origin and commencement of his grief 
Sprung from neglected love."

The event, by playing subjective and objective interpretations against 
each other, approaches a separate existence beyond the realities of 
subject and object.

Past these 'pales and forts of reason' at the center of our ex
perience in this play lies a nameless reality, nameless in the sense a 
chameleon is colorless. Hamlet's first utterance — "A little more than 
kin and less than kind’ — displays the bared scalpel, the Incisive com
parison, his mind seizes in order to isolate this reality. Each second



the splitting edge of his perception penetrates further into a tissue which 
bonds the rarified to the gross, ''Hyperion to a satyr." He compulsively 
increases the tensions latent In his world with these incessant compari
sons, and too, with puns on abruptly literal meanings with obscurer con
ventional ones. The faintest trace of Claudius in a thing suffices to 
unmix the bulk from the being of Hamlet's consciousness a degree further.

King: How fares our couzin Hamlet?
Hamlet: Excellent, ''faith, of the chameleon's dish.

I eat the air, promised crammed. You cannot 
feed capons so.

Claudius is, of course, unable to decipher this bizarre compound of air 
and capons.

King: I have nothing with this answer, Hamlet.
These words are not mine.

Nor have any of Hamlet's words been addressed to Claudius.

What Claudius Is is a more elemental question than who he is or what 
he has done. An irreducible answer is not possible until Act IV. Earlier 
in the play the content of what we will see in Claudius is deflected through 
outer layers of reality, and we receive only fragmentary intuitions of 'a 
vicious mole,' of 'something rotten,' without a more definite context in 
which to locate them. As the play passes through one stratum of 'show,' 
and then through another, Hamlet's perception of it slowly crystallizes 
in unforgettable expressions — 'a mildewed ear,' and 'ulcerous place.'
The truth of It is immensely painful to Gertrude, as it must be to sever 
her better part, though only a memory, from what Claudius is. This done, 
Hamlet finds himself with Claudius alone. In the next scene the two are 
left togefher for the second and last time on an otherwise empty stage.
And, having drawn through the forms of cause and effect, subject and ob
ject, we now pass a last, most elemental form into the raw substance of 
Hamlet's vision.

Hamlet: ...Farewell, dear mother.
King: Thy loving father, Hamlet.

Hamlet: My mother. Father and mother is man 
and wife, man and wife Is one flesh, 
and so, my mother. Come for England!

The rigidity of a singular verb holds us a brief moment on the damp sicken
ing ground of Hamlet's most profound insight. This appalling joke lays bare 
in Claudius assertive sex without a sense-giving demarcation into male and 
female. Sex as a merely 'ulcerous place.'

With this, Hamlet exhausts his imaginative experience, and so comes 
to the end of his volition. A breaking point has been reached. What we 
witness on the stage has been dilated in Hamlet to polar absolutes of will 
and chaste memory. Between these two edges an articulate area has emerged 
in which the quality of Claudius gradually condenses to an irreducible 
shape. These two contradictory processes, preserving a cumulative dramatic



texture, continue past the limits of personality and in Act IV emerge 
as unattached absolutes. On one side of Claudius is Ophelia in her now 
unreachable loveliness, on the other Hamlet's perfected will.

A diluted echo of what has happened is audible even in Laertes’ 
vacuous response,

"Too much of water hast thou, poor Ophelia,
And therefore I forbid my tears. But yet 
It is out trick — nature her custom holds.
Let shame say what it will. When these are gone.
The woman will be out. ...
I have a speech of fire that fain would blaze 
But that this folly doubts it."

A mixture beneath sexual differentiation is unmixed. ’The woman will be 
out’ indicates, below Laertes’ shallow noise, a renewal on the deepest 
level of valid form. What Claudius is has been isolated by it.

"Man and wife is one flesh."

In the impressions of Act IV he is now engages by out perfected experience 
of this form. Form Hamlet’s return and Ophelia’s death the event follows 
of itself as formal tragedy.



9 poems
R. LaVelle

TviS^i ZeauTov

Casting the line out subtly

the glittering hook

slides through mirror glass, you’ve caught

your own reflection

sly man

: detached, your held breath

carries you down into your own

inner atmosphere

: the hook holds, you are yourself 

the tug at both ends

of the shortening line



MONO-CANT ICLE

This is not a fantasy 
This is a reaIity 
And I am an entity 
Living in Eternity.
Through all eventuality 
This is my fidelity:
Loving with integrity 
Treating with equality 
Each indiViduaIity;

Carrying a qua Iity 
Moving with agility 
Duelling with duality 
Seeking for centrality;

Though trapped in triviality. 
Gentle with fragility.
Growing the ability
To wrestle with futility
And everyday stupidity
Of everyday philosophies
Deifying apathy
And seIf-concerned cupidity.

God grant me the abiIity 
To carry life with dignity.
Not reeIing f rom reaIity 
Of regret and ecstasy:
Prince of this principality 
Till I attain seniIity.



GESTALT

There is One to tell it to: 
He is there inside of you

Widen here and narrow elsewhere. 
Narrow here and elsewhere widen. 
Widen both and be nowhere.
In yourself and everywhere

You will come and go as air 
Knowing nothing has been hidden. 
Every stag will seek his doe. 
Every peace will end in war.
And war in peace the Ultitnate;

Underneath the coverlet 
Of shadow gleams a violet

Underneath the eyeless stone 
Rivers of water and fire roar on

0pa6c



Afiyoo

WHAT'S BEST FOR THE MOST

IS WORST FOR THE BEST.
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AT THE BANK

Power wagon swerving into the Bank of America
parking lot, a nervous
newly barbered toy
poodle thru the back
window, yapping

at a seeing-eye dog 
on the sidewalk, looking 
both ways before 
leading his master across



THE BEAST 
(1969)

t

Behold He sitteth at the Center 
Crowned in the market-place His gross bulk looms 
Bejewelled with bones, weapons, torn 
Fragments of bodies, the pink pendant rubles 
Of ripped intestines;

With stolen teeth He grinneth down 
Upon your apathy 

Your gift to Him of power 
That now controls you.

He hath a number for your forehead 
That he may represent you;
Your wits are scattered, and in bewilderment
You assemble at the place of numbers to be counted.

Freedom to choose, to create new values 
By running into the open fields 

Beyond His fences has always been 
Your ultimate dream and nightmare:

Responsibility to escape.... But look:
He has arranged a tunnel, marked 

With simple red arrows to point your way 
To the swinging doors at the end of the chute

—And thoughtful disinfectants disguise 
The methodical work being done within;
And you are happy to be led. He is your shepherd :
For in return for what you are worth. He fattens you 
On delicacies forced from the Earth He officially owns

—As with hungry eyes He measureth 
Production of your flesh and fat 
For gleaming improved kitchens 
His magicians are preparing.

XX



LAPIS

Of an incomparable worth.
This stone: washed by tears of mountain water. 
Polished by weather’s continual warfare.
Baked in the Sun’s fire.
Cooled by the white Moon,
Shines: azure of Heaven

%



DIDACTIC

The world is here. It’s round and flat. 
And you are anywhere you’re at.
Nobody will teach you that.

Only thinking makes you fat.
Is there any sense in that?

(Depending: if you think your thought 
Through, and do the thing you plot 
-And if it is appropriate.)

You can do it if you’re not 
Anything you ever thought;
But NEVER do it if you’re not
Being what you are. So BEl Be great.

But be resigned to knowing you might wait 
Years before you’ll really trust a light 
(There are so many flirting in the night)

Your destiny to cross from state to state 
Before you find the finite infinite;

Before you sit upon the place you sit 
Or enter into this or that 
By going into it .



THE REALM
(1969) (fragments of an incomplete

Late sun descending, extending ramps of light across the North American prairies, 
Glistening off the asphalt web of arterials, pulling nerve-shadows of orchards 
Toward the Mojave lights weave to Los Angeles through sand and yucca south of 

Phoenix. The Continent
Rolls under shadow, the seaboard coasts take on the silence of the waters, 

enclosing their
Jewelled and chattering cities. Arms, legs, swing, horns honk, doors 
Open and close on garbage perfume grief dropped pieces of candy.
Invisible waves, radio, television, criss-cross tell the People in louder & 

louder volume how to
Interpret the battle for mens* minds. Enthusiastic sportcasts announce the 

results of the afternoon games.
Troops of the mightiest army in history plunge into the Jungles. Airliners 
Crash. A flock of pigeons plunges into the sea
As the 1/2 moon rises over the balance of power, life and death. The Rockies 
Gleam, snow-blue, sharp, pointing the slow constellations, a crossing 
Satellite. Denver shifts, uneasy under cloud. Red and green running-Iights 
Blink off/on on passing bomber wings, a transport over the motor movie.
Long scarf of locomotive steam running the horizon.
Square blue lights burn in every window.
Canned laughter simultaneously roars up and down the suburban blocks.
The President settles back in his chair, and watches the news. Two mustangs 

Bash at an intersection; the pieces are being looked for 
At the next report, in flashing ruby beams. The switchboards Jam 
As undercover men sniff at doors for the odor of incense, in Santa Fe 

A freaked-out drunkard sings and curses in an empty parking lot. One man 
Kills another, and changes clothing. A sheep
Falls over dead near Fresno. Red dots gleam on the hills, erected monuments 
Maintain stacked stone on stone to the heavens, but at night 
Whole cities float away.

I I

Life is its name, an innocent arrogance creeping toward consciousness out of the 
depths of 'inconscious ocean;

A green scum organizing spines, legs,wings:
To try the mountains, the fresh waters, and dare the sun. But now.
What freak is this fantastic film afloat between the ocean and the remote stars 

— this phenomenon,
Man and his societies?

Summit.
This is Life too, but at its riskiest

**

Life is its name, to build it billions of forest-trees were felled for toothpicks 
and tabletops, papers

And rifle-stocks. Life is its name, the tree fell to be fashioned into the 
Crucifix; into the bow.



Into the arrow, to fire into the heavens, into the side of the innocent beast, 
into its brothers.

Life is its name, this bow bent by aimed intention against the grain of the wood 
that made it, its work is death:

HERO DEATH CHAMPION DEATH SPEEDBOAT DEATH RACE-CAR DEATH RECORD BRAVERY 
PATRIOT OBEDIENCE SKULL AND CROSS-BONES

Death. Death reaching for the taste that's not really there 
Where none of the satisfactions or creations, none of the creatures 
Is pemanently satisfying 
Such a taste for
Death < . (While here and there
From town to town
The lovers walk, their wounds bleeding light.
Looking for home.)

Ill

How many names he has, this Individual:

IV

He roams the night, wishing her awake and with him.
She is asleep. She dreams him in her arms.

Unconscious of their plight, and of the sea she lifts and drops.
The moon peers blindly in on window flowers, on 
Walls, on both sides of each separation.
The star beside the moon is watching only in imagination. The man
Falls on his knees, but cannot weep. He draws
All the pictures from the edges of his thought into the Center,
Where the ache of his world finds a location in consciousness.

Buddha shakes his head in vacant space.
Jesus shifts his weight on the nails, and sighs.
Innumerable metaphors for what Is desired, lost, hated, prayed for, feared. 
Roll, shift through levels, through rooms of mood.

Now, he becomes a snake in her dream, and draws 
Blood from her throat. The Eye in solitude blazes.
Buddha has told him. Jesus has given a demonstration.
All balanced birds are on their branch asleep.
But the man has memory. The man has anticipation.
And hours pass before the morning growls along the highways.



V

Eating itself, the heart of Man;
The deer stock-still staring from bushes;

The child's face opened under the rain of official bullets;
Day follows night follows day.
Man awaits the total of his actions:
History, progress, revolution, evolution: a controlled explosion.

*****

Perhaps at last the key of wisdom will turn, soft, behind shut tears. 
And the world will be discovered ar last. -For now.
Praised be what is. Praised be the patient Light,
Praised be the merciful night as ever and ever the Dark 
Raises an arm and covers the unfinished efforts of cities.



Gene Frumk

You advance ever closer
on hands and knees the gurgle
the primal drool You're at it again
rubbing your lips into the rug
to taste green wool red wool gold wool
dust of numberless footsteps
the heaviness of sunmotes
that lay down at last to rest

The flesh absorbs 
all inquiry is in its trust 
stratum and priest of the Black Forest 
the crystalline lake

Wallow roughly in weIIsprings
let mud seep through
your noseholes sneeze out
the boogie-men smell those bones
vanished even from Earth's bowels
swallow those cries
that cracked once lonely Ice
ecstatic groans little more
than sprouting animals'^

On your knees you little prick
when you philosophize
When you part the lips
praise the snaiI
Make love on your knees
to God's Jap dragon
tattooed green red and gold onto
the carpet-graiI Suck up the dust
clean it alI up Culture
is on the ground, a I I ways the ground



Comedy and 
Christianity

David Gross

Do not go gentle Into that 
good night,
Old age should burn and rave 
at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying 
light, , , ,

—Dylan Thomas

, , . human thought is the 
process by which human ends 
ends are ultimately answered 

—Daniel Webster

The rigorous climate of the 
North Is fit to kill—and, fit to 
kili, it huris itself against the 
Alpine plant, But the plant sur
vives, Shortening Its stem, and 
thus the length of the freezing 
journey sweet nourishment must 
make from root to flowery head; 
dropping from its upright position 
and creeping horizontally along 
the ground to expose as much of 
itself as possible to the available 
light and warmth, developing struc
tures that help retain the mo-isture 
stiff winds would whip away—by 
such means, and more, the plant 
survives. As the tree survives that, 
growing tall and straight and narrow 
in a forest of close and corpulent 
brothers, finally manages to thrust 
light-starved branches into the 
life-giving sun. As the fish sur
vives that, losing its tail to the 
rocks and currents, develops new 
and effective patterns of loco
motion through the modified use of 
fins and a new approach to the pro
blem of balance. As nan survives , ,

It is elemental, this desire—more, 
this ability —to survive, to main
tain life amid the aimless forces 
of a mechanical, non-living uni
verse, It goes beyond the will to 
the passions, beyond the exoerientlal 
to the instiactive. Shared by a 11 
living organisms, it is the inclin
ation of the senses—to whatever 
conscious or unconscious degree the 
senses are present—toward fulfill-



ment, toaard self-preservation and functional normality or restoration.
It is the vitalism, the elan vital, that leads even the simplest or
ganisms to strive to regain the rhthym of life should It be upset 
by chemical imbalance or temperature change or physical malfunction.
It is the life-force that leads all creatures to take advantage of any 
opportunity for growth or expansion or mere sustenance, the life
feeling that urges every creature to defend itself against whatever 
is antipathetic to its particular inborn pattern of welI-being—either 
by overcoming the enemy, or by whatever ftfeans possible, adapting to it.
It is the drive that would disallow death, deny the dissolution of 
self; the drive that in the lower organisms impels individuals to 
divide to form new units of life of which they are themselves a part; 
the same drive that in the higher animals urges individuals to unite 
momentarily in the production of a new generation that is, if not 
flesh of their separate flesh, at least cell of their separate cell.

And It is one thing more; it is the sense of life, the instinct 
for continuation of the self, that in man—and in man alone—has pro
duced the Christian and the comic bias. For man, set apart from all 
other organisms by language and imagination, his world expanded im
measurably by that symbolic construct he calls ’’art," and his in
stinctual level of action and reaction constantly altered by his 
ability to think, cannot wholly satisfy his life-urge by overcoming 
or accomodating adversity. He cannot even satisfy it by procreation, 
for he cannot ever really persuade himself that he lives on in his 
progeny. The end of life, of self, is for man what it is for no other 
living thing—an intensely real, intensely personal presence, too 
absolute to be overcome, too foul to be accomodated. The knowledge 
that, just as there was a time when he was not, there will come a 
time when he is no more^invades each man's imagination, becomes a part 
and parcel of each man’s art. It Is knowledge which acquires a 
name—Death—gains substance, and ironically, paradoxically, rolls 
large as life off each man’s tongue as part of his semantic recon
struction of the universe. As the urge for life, for continuation, 
would for other organisms disallow death, so, for man, the end of 
life would disallow continuation, would against all man’s instincts 
cancel out man’s personal future.

Yet man, like all living organisms, like the Alpine plant and the 
tailless fish, is an opportunist; it is part of his biological heritage. 
Given his imagination and his gift for symbolism both in language and 
in art, he must use them in an effort to save himself; even as the figure 
of death encroaches upon them, he must use them to defend himself— 
his self—against the end of life, against personal extinction. He 
must ponder; he must cogitate; he must remember, rearrange, recognize, 
and realize; he must verbalize and structure Iize, idealize and actu
alize—and, ultimately, he must come upon the solution to his problem.
He must; he will; and, in fact, he has. Denied continuation by death, 
he has found a way to deny death by continuation. He has discovered, 
invented, dredged up from the depths of his need, comedy and Christian
ity, twin tips of hope atop what is essentially the same emotional 
1 ceberg.

It Jostles rudely against the habits of western thought, this 
juxtaposition of comedy and Christianity. Indeed, it almost smacks of



blasphemy. For we are trained in a tradition that predisposes us to 
look upon comedy and any given reiigion as completely seperate entities 
which, like oil and water, are inevitably incompatible.! And as for 
Christianity, we tend to view it as something dignified and sublime, 
something that moves us—or, at any rate, is calculated to move us— 
to responses that can only be described as tragic. Straining it as 
we do through the dark vestments of Good Friday, experiencing it in 
an aura of guilt and humiliation and pain, symbolizing it in the 
agony of the crucifixion, mouthing it in streams of mea culpas, we 
have come to think of it, even if we do not believe in it, as the 
epitome of the tragic art. Just as, in responding to the humorous 
element in everything from Cloud-Cuckoo-Land to Chaplin's City Lights, 
we have come to equate comedy with that which is fun, or funny, or 
both. But we are wrong on both counts. For comedy, though neither 
solemn nor somber, is a serious business. Whether at its most 
ribald or its most terrible and visionary—and surely Dante's Divine 
Comedy can be called both terrible and visionary—it is a distillation 
of our own vitality, our own life force, a manifestation of our most 
primal instinct. And Christianity, when we cease to view it from the 
vantage point of Golgotha, Place of Skulls, when we allow it to do 
what it is capable of doing, what it is meant to do, causes us not 
to weep but, rather, to delight in our humanness, bumbling though it 
may make us, and to rejoice in the world around us. Comedy reassures 
us about Iife as it mirrors for us the structure of its—and man's— 
continuation; Christianity promotes in us faith that it shall be so 
and, in the meantime, grants us the grace to take life as we find it, 
and call it good.

There is, of course, no denying that humor is comedy's natural bent. 
But comedy covers too much ground to be confined within the meanings, 
however varied, of a single word. Found whereever there is cause to 
celebrate or even to recognize the fact of life, it runs the gamut 
from the Rabelaisian joke or gesture that, often quite literally, 
catches man with his pants down, to the loosely plotted but audaciously 
brilliant satire of Aristophanes' The Clouds, for instance, or The Birds 
to the heights of The Tempest where on Prospero's isle, amid the cruelest 
realities, men magically triumph over life's absurdities in an atmosphere 
of humility, enlightenment, and godlike charity. Comic heroes, too, 
move up the scale—from such as the unconquerable Fa I staff, for ex
ample, to Chaucer's Monk to Shakespeare's Benedick who ultimately speaks 
for all men when at the close of Much Ado About Nothing he is able to 
say, without damage to his psyche or his soul, that he too is a fool, 
subject as all men to the frailties and insufficiencies inherent in 
the human condition. ''For man is a giddy thing," says Benedick,
'and this is my conclusion."^ Man is a giddy thing. It is not a 
humorous conclusion. It is an Insight to rival tragic recognition, 
a mind-altering vision of universal truth that brings self forgiveness 
and self-acceptance and peace to the man who experiences it, not 
laughter.

Yet It is with laughter that most of us associate comedy—and it 
is with laughter that most of what is written about comedy is really 
concerned.2 Perhaps in the hope that by reducing laughter to an 
equation they will be able to do the same with Fa I staff, say, or the 
Wife of Bath, or Pantagruel, and so come upon the secret of success of



a Shakespeare or a Chaucer or a Rabelais, critics have attempted to 
lay bare the physiological and psychological bases for laughter—how 
we laugh, and why, at what and when. Critics have explored incon
gruity, both the visual variety (the man literally snatched bald- 
headed as the wind whisks away his wig; the umbrella suddenly blown 
inside out) and the verbal (the pun, the non-sequitur, wit, the 
a-b-c-X construction of the joke with a punchline). They have ex
plored comedy as a laughter-provoking social corrective, a rib
tickling reformer of manner and mode. They have, in short, explored 
that which is laughable and the disruptive physiological explosion 
that takes place within us when we respond to the laughable. And 
they have called it comedy.'^ But to describe the laughable and man's 
physiological response to laughable stimuli does not explain comedy 
any more than to give examples of what makes man weep or to determine 
the chemical composition of tears explains the nature of tragedy.
Nor does it take any special knowledge to understand that this is 
so. It is only necessary to realize that comedy did not create the 
laughable; it merely stumbled upon It as It was attempting to satisfy 
man’s Insistence on a vision—no, a version, an acceptable version— 
of his presence in the world and of his immortality. It itierely 
stumbled upon it and recreated it.

What, then, really characterizes comedy? When and how did comedy 
come about? If we knew the answers to questions such as these, we 
would perhaps be less apt to confuse comedy with laughter or even with 
humor, that elusive element of comedy that points up man's encounter 
with the unfeeling world and finds cause for Joy in the day-to-day 
conflict between that world and the complex organic system that must 
at any cost be maintained against it. More important to the present 
inquiry, if we knew the answers to such questions, we might be able 
to grasp the connection between comedy and what we think of as comedy's 
opposite—tragedy—and thus, perhaps, the connection between comedy 
and Christianity, with its overtones of sadness and its tendency to 
contemplate death.

That there is a connection, a close connection, between comedy 
and tragedy was at least obvious to Socrates. The Symposiurn tells us 
that much when at the close of that all-night dialogue Socrates attempts 
to compel Aristophanes (the comddian) and Agathon (the tragedian) to 
"admit that the same man ought to understand how to compose both 
comedy and tragedy, and that he who has skill as a tragic poet has 
skill for a comic poet."^ And Aristotle in his Poetics—thought he 
stresses the separateness of tragedy and comedy, the one ultimately 
finding its "natural form" in an imitation of "noble actions" and 
"noble personages", the other, the "meaner sort," dealing in "the 
actions of the ignoble"—more than intimates a relationship between 
the two when he states that both comedy and tragedy trace their origins 
to a single ancient fertility rite.® To appreciate the relationship, 
however, it is necessary to go back beyond Aristotle and Socrates; 
it is necessary to form as clear a picture as possible of that pre
historic ceremony to which Aristotle somewhat critically alludes.

It was, as far as scholars can tell, a ceremony rooted In the 
primordial myth of Dionysus, Iife-spirit of vegetation, a dying and 
reviving god whose cyclical rhythmn paralleled both nature's seasons



and the annual death arid rebirth of time at year’s end and year’s 
beginning."^ Spring marked the god’s birth--or rebi rth—whi 1 e the 
fading of vegetation and the fall harvest marked his death, a death 
for which, somehow, perhaps as a result of the harvesting process^ 
itself, the perople of the community were responsible, and for wftich, 
by way of sacrificial offerings, they would have to atone. Basically, 
the Dionysiac rite to which Aristotle refers, the rite that reenacted 
the original myth and thus periodically reminded individuals of their 
place in the community and in the world, involved the dismemberment 
of the god or aged king and an attempt at communion with him—with a 
goat, symbol of virility and sacred to Dionysus, acting as surrogate 
and being torn asunder and eaten while yet warm with life. Associated 
with the sacrifice and communion was the public purging of the sins^ 
committed by the people of the community over the past year. Choosing 
a scapegoat sacrifice (cpapyaxoa), a divine and much venerated animal 

or human—though later the ’’divine" aspect was apparently forgotten— 
to contain their collective evil and bear their collective guilt, the 
people reviled him and either killed or banished him, thus freeing 
themselves of all sin, liberating themselves from all guilt, including 
the sin and guilt associated with the death of the god or king with 
which the ritual began. In consequence of the purging, the slain god 
or |ing was appeased. Amid great rejoicing, he was resurrected—as the 
god or as a young king—while, simultaneously, fast-fading time was 
redeemed in the birth of a new and productive new-year. The ceremony 
thus had a dual purpose: by killing the god or king, to save him and 
the tribe from the sterility of old age; and, throiighfthe sacrifice of 
the hero-victim, to expel evil frcm the community.

Although the specific details of the ancient ritual cannot be 
known for certain, apparently it involved an ayov or contest between 
the god—or king— and his enemies (light vs. dark, life vs. death, 
summer vs. winter, youth vs. age); a itadoa in which in a scene of 
suffering the god—or king—was killed and devoured and the scapegoat 
sinner cast out; a messenger who brings the news of the god’s death; 
an avoryvopiata in which the dead god was discovered or recognized; a 
deocpavn in which the god was reborn or resurrected; a combination 
feast and marriage to celebrate the rebirth of god, king, and year; 
and, finally, a triumphal procession or hPuoo, the most outstanding 
feature of which appears to have been the joyous bearing of phallic 
symbols and the raucous singing of phallic songs—those same songs 
which centuries later Aristotle spoke of as "still survivCing] as 
institutions in many of our cities."®

It is from this archaic drama, this primal plot, that both tragedy 
and comedy derived—but not quite In the way we might imagine were we 
to depend solely upon Aristotle for our information. For ’^t is not 
true—at least it is not the whole truth—to say, as Aristotle does, 
that tragedy arose from the Dithyramb, the passionate choral hymn to 
Dionysus, while comedy arose from the phallic songs of the ecstatic 
Koyo0.^ The implication is faulty. It leads Qs to dichotomize the 
source of drama in general and to view comedy in such a way that only 
part of it—the riotous, humorous, or orgiastic part— appears grounded 
in perceivable origins, while the rest—the conflict, cruelty, struggle, 
sadness—remains inexplicable, or explicable only by a willful wrench
ing of logic. It is, in other words, an Implication which, though it



may direct us to a critical understanding of why Falstaff, for example 
should make us laugh and Lear should not, denies to us any reasonable 
explanation of why, when Falstaff is a comic hero and Lear a tragic 
one, our hearts should be made to ache as much for the unconquerable 
buffoon rejected by his Hal as for the old and vanquished king 
agonizing over filial ingratitude. It is true, of course, that 
tragedy suppressed the orgiastic and festive aspects of the canonical 
plot and developed into a portrayal of only the suffering, anagnorisis 
and death or devitalization of the hero-victim—but it is not true 
that comedy merely took up where tragedy left off; it is not true 
that comedy is concerned merely with the festive or riotous aspects 
of the ancient ritual. Rather, preserving the cyclical nature of the 
ceremony as a whole—that is, preserving both the element of sacri
fice and of feast, both the atmosphere of cruelty and of carnival — 
comedy remained amazingly faithful to the dual character of the ar
chaic fertility rite. It retained the struggle, the suffering, and 
the death—though In most comedy these elements are either staged 
(the mock death of Hero, for example, in Much Ado About Nothing) or 
symbolic, taking the form of conflict, slight or severe, between 
father and son, health and disease, good and evil, and so on, with 
that which is old, ill, or evil being transformed in the end. And 
it also retained the erotic action and the Joyous celebration of 
the new beginnings implicit in the rebirth or resurrection of the 
god-hero who survives his ayov, his debate or conflict with his 
enemies.

The relationship between comedy and tragedy thus becomes clearer 
than either Aristotle or Socrates succeeded in making it. It Is not 
merely that, like man and the apes, comedy and tragedy have somewhere 
in the dim, distant past a common ancestor; mor is it that one com
pletes the pattern begun by the other. It is, surprisingly, that one 
contains the other, that implicity within Itself comedy contains 
tragedy. For the full archaic cycle that begins with birth and moves 
through struggle and death to resurrection or rebirth is the cycle 
of comedy—but not of tragedy. Tragedy demonstrates nothing cyclical 
in its nature; moving from birth to struggle to sacrifice or death, 
but never back again to the beginning, it is at best an arc on the 
comic cycle. And what this means is that, grand as tragedy may be 
with its emphasis upon the primacy and inevitability of action, in
spiring as tragedy may with with Its moral insight and Its irrever
sibly committed hero, comedy offers man the greater gift. For 
comedy allows man to move out of the confining, limiting sphere of a 
logic-tight plot where all action is bound to progress linearly 
through a beginning and a middle to an end; it allows him to move 
into the realm of chance and change where all things are possible. 
Emphasizing character to such a degree that Its story-Iine may seem 
almost ancillary, comedy Is free to indulge in surprise, in shuffles 
and reshuffles, in inexplicable miracles of every kind. And unlike 
the tragic hero who must bow to the laws of necessity that plot de
pendency makes absolute in tragedy, the comic hero can move from 
restraint to freedom, from limitation to liberation. He can be 
lifted up, raised, rescued; he can, even at the last moment, be turned 
from the path he travels. He can, in short, be magically excused 
from what would appear to be his certain fate. For while comedy, 
like tragedy, deals in losses, they are only temporary. The full



ccmlc cycle Is loss and recovery; the pendulum swings forward—and 
back again. Prospero recovers his dukedom; Prince Hal makes pure 
once more the sullied name of Bolingbroke. Through Prosper’s magic, 
in an atmosphere of forgiveness and tolerance and with the kind of 
confidence that is displayed only in comedy and in faith—the kind 
of confidence that allows even a Caliban to ask for grace—human 
nature is transformed, life is triumphantly revised, time is merci
fully redeemed. And down in the taverns and whorehouses of East- 
cheap, in an orgiastic purging of the seif and all the base and 
pompous Lancastrian line—a, purging in which Falstaff ultimately 
plays the scapegoat, heaped with sins and driven off—Prince Hal 
untaints his honor and, In preparation for kingship and Katherine 
of France, regains his right to his high heritage. All of which is 
possible only because comedy offers, instead of an immutable Fate, 
a changeable Fortune—a forward-moving destiny that is purposeful 
and creative, a destiny that fulfills itself, not in a final, in
evitable act that leads inexorably to death or permanent destruction, 
but in a purgative, redemptive action that leads to a continuation 
of the cycle, to a new beginning and a rebirth of energy and interest

Thus comedy by virtue of its artistic structure alone offers man 
precisely what he asks of it; the assertion—the greatest possible 
assertion—of his own life force. It offers him escape from finality 
a miraculous victory over the wages of sin and time; it grants him 
the absurdes of paradoxes—the outliving of life. "Come Lady, die 
to live," says the friar to the wronged Hsfo of Much Ado in a per
fect expression of the comic phenomenon. For thaT is the way of 
the comic cycle: to pass through the tragic arc—that aspect of 
its own progress from which man is forever and with his whole heart 
and mind and instict trying to escape—to pass through the tragic arc 
through the story’s natural end, and to render the permanent only 
temporary by coming around again to the beginning in a resounding 
triumph over implacable logic and "what must be."

Viewing the comic cycle from the standpoint of the mythical 
values placed on the ancient fertility rite from which it originated, 
one is able to see quite clearly that tragedy, far from developing 
along a parallel but different path from comedy, is actually subsumed 
under comedy. What ought to be just as clear from such a vantage 
point, however, is the exceedingly close relationship, not between 
tragedy and Christianity—which might have been expected—but between 
comedy and Christianity. Though they may not be bound by parentage— 
and certainly no one is claiming that Christianity developed from 
the self-same Dionysiac ritual as comedy''—they are undeniably 
sisters under the skin, spawned by the identical desire, nurtured' 
by the identical need. For surely it is obvious that, like comedy, 
the Christian drama of birth, struggle, death, and resurrection is 
cyclical in nature. And surely the figure of Christ is that of the 
archetypal hero-victim—divinty and man, venerated and reviled— 
at once a seapegoat king (Jeered at, crowned with thorns), a scape
goat sinner, and a dying and reviving god. And though we are con
ditioned to think of Christ as the suffering tragic hero of Calvary, 
surely we can see that, in allowing himself to be sacrificed in a 
purgative act of redemption in which life is first destroyed and 
then restored, he acts out a role preeminently suited not to the



tragic but to the conic miliey.

Nor do the similarities between comedy and Christianity end there. 
For does not the attempt of the ancient celebrants to commune with the 
god Dionysus, to absorb him into their flesh, as signified by the 
devouring of the surrogate, put one more than a little in mind of the 
Christian Eucharist? And while the basic plot—Bethelehem, Gethsemane, 
Calvary, Easter—is Important to the playing out of the Christian 
drama, is it not the character, the person of Christ that is most 
essential? For Christianity is a Christ-centered, not a plot-centered, 
faith; all things happen not through the laws of necessity but through 
the person of Christ—the mirac les, the favors, the forgiveness, 
Lazarus is raised, the loaves are mu ItipI led, the storm is stilled, 
water is turned into wine, not because it is logical that these things 
should occur—indeed, it is logical that they should not—but because 
Christ says it shall be so, Chri st says. He is the source of ‘•'he 
magic, "And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do,"'^ 
Absurdly, inexplicably, that will he do. Just as absurdly, inex- 
plicably,,he will himself be resurrected from the dead—not in spirit, 
not in part, but as humanity out of its great need for an example 
asks that he shall: like Lazarus—really, absolutely, flesh and blood. 
For,

Make no mistake: if He rose at all 
it was as His body;

if the cells' dissolution did not reverse, 
the molecules reknit, the amino 
acids rekindle,- 

the Church will fall.*^

Denied resurrection, the Church—Christianity—will fall. So 
denied, comedy will fail. For the way of Christianity is the way of 
comedy. It is a mark of each that it shall pass through the tragic 
arc; absurdly, inexplicably, and a I together mlracuIous1y, it shall 
pass through and come back again to the beginning. It Is a mark of 
each that it need not reconcile or mediate or yet meet extremes of 
any kind, but that, quite as a matter of course—quite, in fact, as 
a matter of primordial myth and archaic ceremony—it may transcend, 
transform, and, thus, eliminate them. It is a mark of each that 
through it the slate shall be wiped clean and the loss regained, that 
through it the sins shall be remitted and the devitalized shall be 
revived, reborn, resurrected. And it is a mark of each—indeed, the 
most telling mark of all—that through it man shall reassure himself 
of ultimately possessing what within the bounds of reason he can 
never have: personal immortality, the satisfaction of his primal 
urge to survive as an individual.

Butman, for all that, is reasonable, analytical. He -studies 
his own inventions, picks rationally at the solutions her offers to 
his own problems, and finds the flaws even in the tales he tells him
self—even when he believes them, even when they are so much a part 
of him that he no longer knows they are tales. The ancient myth may 
grant to man a reborn king, a resurrected god, and a brand new start



on time, and Christ may came whole and healthy out of the tomb with 
a promise of life everlasting—but nevertheless, there is a death to 
go through. For the king, for the god, for the god-man, there is a 
death to go through. The storm abates on Prospero*s isle, but aged 
Prospero must ultimately give v/ay to Miranda and Ferdinand; Henry IV 
becomes Henry V—"The king Is dead; long live the king!"--but they are 
two different kings, two different people; Christ walks the earth 
again, but the scars he displays are the marks of death and, in the 
end, he ascends into Heaven and walks the earth no more. For death, 
though it may be survived, may not be conquered. In spite of redemp
tion and restoration, in spite of rebirth and resurrection, in spite 
of the sense of regain and the return-to-before and the new beginning 
and the promise of more, in spite of everything, the spectre of each 
man's end will not be denied. It stands astride the comic and the 
Christian cycles man has made for himself as surely as the cross 
preceded the crown, as certainly as the blood of victims reddened 
the Dionysiac revels began.

Knowing this, knowing that his instinctive efforts to perpetuate 
the Individual self, to survive every onslaught of nature and of age, 
to recover from every inroad into health established by malfunction 
or disease is bound sooner or later to go down to defeat, knowing this, 
man very early begins to look on life from a unique point of view.
Very early he makes a kind of contract with himself, a kind of bargain 
that is both a pledge and a plea. If he cannot make life last for
ever, he tells himself—whether he knows it or not, it Is what he 
tells himseIf—if he cannot make life Iast forever, he wiI I fill life 
as full as he can for as long as it does last. He will make of life 
a veritable career, a profound profession. He will heighten his sensi
tivities, his feelings of vitality, hone them on every experience, 
every challenge. He will realize within the limits of the time allowed 
him as much of his personality and as many of his talents as possible. 
His will be a quest for all his years—a quest for the truth about 
life, about man's relationship to himself and to other men and to God.
He wiI I not agenize over his finitude; he will not even think about 
it. Instead, he will dig deep, deep into life, savoring it, reaching 
out and back to the extremes of his death-bound existence. He will 
pursue only noble goals, only noble passions to the limits of his 
selfhood. He will be an Ahab, an Oedipus, defying evil, pressing 
his search for truth to the bitterest ends if necessary, dying if 
he must—as he most certainly must—but grandly, insisting upon his 
objectives until the last. He will be Hamlet the Avenger, the deliverer 
of perfect Justic—no matter the price exacted. He will be Lear, 
Antigone, Prometheus. Calling upon all his resources, mustering all 
his his forces of heart and mind and body, he will make of life one 
long intensity of time, an ectasy of years. The dice may be loaded, 
the end may be fully predictable, but while life lasts, man tells 
himself, he will live it as on a mountain top, a magnificent mountain 
top . . ,

Such are man's intentions; so goes his dream. But the intentions, 
good as they are , end in disappointment; the dream remains a dream.
For sooner or later, Ahab must cease to pace his quarter-deck; sooner 
or later, he must scratch or sneeze or cough or answer the call of 
nature. Periodically, Oedipus must interrupt his search and turn his



attention to food and drink. Hamlet must sleep, or blov/ his nose, or 
belch, or fall over his own tv;o feet. For that is the truth of life.
There are no human beings who can transcend their own creature 11 ness; 
the magnificent mountain turns out to be a molehill, after all. And, 
instinctively, man knows this. Even as he works to fit himself for 
breathing the rarified mountain air, his sense of vitality tells him 
that it can never be, that he will never really cease to need an or
dinary man's supply of oxygen. The life-force that urges on him growth, 
health, and physical continuation, that compels him ever to heed the 
demands of the biological organism and to set it to rights should it 
in any way become disturbed, unbalanced, tells him that he cannot escape 
the fact that he is man—not angel, or god, or even devil, but man-- 
and that even in the company of angels or gods or deviIs he must cling 
to his humanity, for his humanity will most assuredly cling to him.
The dream is precisely that—a dream. The reality is that man is an 
incomplete being who, however hard he may wish that things were other
wise, must accept the burden of his conditioned finitude with some 
grace or lose his dignity as a creature of any kind.

Now, the truth of life is also the truth of comedy. For comedy 
is more than a bid for immortality; it is the affirmation of the reality 
of man's day-to-day living, of his presence in the here and now. It is 
a reflection of life that man holds up to himself and other men during 
his moments of heightened awareness when his situation in time and 
space is most obvious, when the sense of his own creaturehood is 
most upon him, and when, in spite of this, his fears of the consequence 
of his finitude are most quiescent. Comedy is the truth that is 
mirrored in the Twelfth Book of the Odyssey when Odysseus and his men, 
grief-stricken as they are over the cruel death of dear companions de
voured by the monster Scylla, can give way to tears only after satis
fying their hunger with an excellent meal and, even then, can weep 
only until sleeps overtakes them.^^ It is the truth that shines through 
The Horse's Mouth when, through the impoverished Gulley Jimson,
Joyce Cary would remind all men that even the special men, even the 
artists, those rare few who reveal for the many the structure of life, 
even they must sleep and eat, must wash their gam.ey socks and soiled 
underwear and wear their long-johns in the wintertime. It is the 
whole truth, the truth of comedy. "Here tha shits an* here tha 
pisses," says the gamekeeper to Lady Chatterley'^ —and the unbodied 
bliss of lovers everywhere comes crashing back to earth to remind them 
all that, they are, as alI men are, conditioned creatures, earthlings, 
bound to the earth, to the demands of their creaturehood, and to their 
own life-force.

The man who fails to understand this and to accept it is the tragic 
man—tragic because, like Arthur Miller's salesman, in attempting to 
transcend his creaturehood, in attempting to rise above the interruptions 
and embarrassments that are part of being a man, he has made a fatal 
error in his vision of himself and his condition; he has denied them 
both and in so doing has condemned himself to be almost forever with
out the one thing he seeks above all else—seIf-know I edge. But only 
almost forever. For it is in the nature of things that the tragic 
man sha 1 I one day fall, that he shall one day be brought low, that he 
shall be made to come face to face with the facts of his own humanity.



v;fth the comedy that Is his real lot In life. For like the Inner man, 
the comedy will not forever be denied. Aristophanes knew as much—and 
that is why the Socrates of The Clouds must be brought down from his 
basket where in search of the unadulterated idea he lives suspended 
above the earth. He must be made to face a few of the facts about 
life, to experience something of what it is to be a man, something 
of what it is to be passing proudly, nobly, elegantly through one 
of life's better days and suddenly to slip on the banana peel that 
nature or his own stupidity or forgetfulness or shortsightedness or 
over-confidence has put in his way. And, if he would truly come to 
terms with life, he must not only slip on that banana peel, he must

And not to mind. That is the secret of the true comic man, the 
secret all men would have for their own: how to accept life's irre- 
concilables, life's Incompatibles, how to slip on that inevitable banana 
peel, whether it take the form of a minor disturbance or a major up
heaval, and, ultimately, not to mind. That is the lesson of comedy, 
the lesson man would teach himself when he takes a Falstaff or a Gulley 
Jimson to his heart. For these are men whose commitment to their own 
talents, their own personalities, their own creaturehood is passionate, 
men who seize the given moment, the present labor, the immediate occasion 
and exist in it and for it totally—until the next moment, the next 
labor or occasion presents itself and they can exist just as totally 
in and for it. These are men who restore our confidence in ourselves as 
finite beings, who enable us to know that a great and noble deed or 
a white-hot intensity of pure response is not what makes life significant 
or worthwhile. These are men who, no matter what, are never at the end 
of their autobiographies, men who are always left in the midst of 
something new—new life, new commitments, new acceptances, new joys.
These are men who suffer, yes, but who know that suffering will pass— 
just as affection will pass, and hate, and anger, and delight, and life 
itself—men who do not seek for justice, who accept unqualifiedly the 
willy-nilly character of pleasure and pain, who accept the reality of 
the dirt along with the reality of soap and water. They are the true 
existentialists, the Falstaffs and the Gulley Jimsons, for unlike the 
heroes of a Sartre or a Beckett, the so-called existentialists, they 
are neither despairing of life nor overwhelmed by the absurdity of their 
lot as finite men in a finite world. Rather, they are so taken up 
with the human adventure that, hit or miss, frustrated or fulfilled, 
when they come to the end of it they are certain only of two things: 
and that they wouldn't have missed it for the world. These are the 
natural men who accept life wholly, as it is, the comic men who find 
life unstable, fragmentary, incomplete, transitory, and, at the same 
time, good.

And that is it in a nutshell. As the continuation of life is the 
way of comedy, so the goodness of life is the lesson. For good is the 
character of the comic vision. It is the character of all celebrations, 
of the archaic rebirth and resurrection, of feasting and revelry and 
youthful orgiastic delights, of the return of spring and summer, of the 
growing of new crops, and the coming of light after dark. And as it 
is the character of these things, so is it also the character of what
ever generates or guarantees these things—of the sacrifice, of age, 
resting, and waiting, of autumn and winter, of the harvest and the 
fallow field, and of the dark of night. It is, in short, the character



of the fall as well as of the rise, of the fading as well as of the 
flowering. For the comic vision does not look beyond the sacrifice to 
see only the feast; rather, the comic vision recognizes man’s ability 
to endure all things, and so encompasses the whole of the ritual, the 
whole of life, the sacrifice as well as the feast, the profane as well 
as the sacred, the slip on the banana peel as well as man’s ability to 
pick himself up, dust himself off, and start all over again.

And as the way of comedy—continuation, loss and regain—is the 
way of the Christian drama, so the lesson of comedy—the goodness of 
temporal life—is the lesson of Christianity. For the Christian faith 
not only preserves the Biblical notion that God, who created the world,
looked from a distance over each thing that He had made "and saw that
it was good."*® It not only reaffirms the Biblical acceptance of the 
fragmentary character of life as good and proper because, though man 
cannot possibly ascertain it from the small role he plays in the 
monumental drama, it is part of God’s overall design for the creation 
of the universe. It goes a giant step farther. It asserts as central 
to its beliefs that God Himself 'was made flesh, and dwelt among us.''*'
And He came, not to harass man or to punish him, not to make man seem
puny or ineffectual or unworthy, not to flaunt Intensity or heroism in 
man’s face, and certainly not simply for the sake of coming. He came 
to redeem, to validate man’s life, to place upon it, finite as it is, 
the stamp of His approval, and, in so doing, to lend it grace. And 
it is the Christian faith that He did this not by pretending to be 
a man, and not by entering spiritually into a man already present on 
earth, a man through whom He could be reflected, but, rather, by actually 
becoming a man, by living life precisely as a man must live it, and by 
carrying out His redemptive work within the limitations imposed upon 
Him by his human condition.

Now surely God’s willingness to traverse the earth as a man, to 
assume a human body and mind, to suffer human needs and human demands for 
the satisfaction of human life-urges, surely this is an affirmation 
of the value of human existence. Surely God’s willingness to take upon 
Himself man’s finite condition even to experiencing that which man 
most fears—death—surely this removes from that finitude, from the 
necessity for that death, the offense it has always seemed to the 
rhythmn of man’s vital forces, to man’s sense of well-being and for
ward motion. And in removing the offense from finitude, Christianity 
affirms in man all that is temporal, earthly, human. That God Himself 
became temporal, earthly, human grants to man divine permission to 
enjoy his life just as it is—to enjoy it, and to find it good. It 
grants to man divine permission to take pleasure from his creature com
forts, comfort from his creature pleasures, and to do what he can to 
relieve his creature pains. It grants to man a license to be a human 
being, to cease fearing that, in order to be worthy, he must be an 
angel or a god or a fulfilled idealist, and, instead, to be content to 
be percisely what he is, no more and no less, no better and no worse, 
a man. It means that man need not continuously attempt to send his 
soul heavenward, thit he may instead dig in his heels on earth, be 
happily of the world, worldly. For like comedy, Christianity, with 
its central image of the Incarnation, encourages man to accept the 
human condition, even as God accepted it. Like comedy, Christianity 
encourages man to realize and to come to terms with human actuality.



with the truth of human existence, it reminds him when he vjouid turn 
in fastidious disgust from his creature Iiness that the human way is not 
only the way comedians choose to make men laugh, it was also once, for 
some thirty-odd years, the chosen way of God.

Thus as solutions to the problem of his finitude do comedy and 
Christianity serve man exceedingly well. Indeed, granting him both a 
future and an acceptable present, they are twice what he bargained for.
For comedy and Christianity not only provide man with the means by which 
he can look upon the absurdities of human life, yet find life good, 
they also overleap the ultimate absurdity to assure man of his own contin
uation, of the preservation of his most precious self. Together, 
they answer man’s need and steady man's course much like the liberating 
and restraining collars of the Kafka parable which states:

CManH is a free and secure citizen of the world, 
for he is fettered to a chain which is long enough 
to give him the freedom of all earthly space, and 
yet only so long that nothing can drag him past the 
frontiers of the world. But simultaneously he is 
a free and secure citizen of Heaven as well, for 
he is also fettered by a similarly designed heavenly 
chain. So that if he heads, say, for the earth, his 
heavenly collar throttles him, and if he heads for 
Heaven, his earthly one does the samej®

Like the liberating collar, comedy and Christianity with their images 
of immortality rescue man when he despairs, when he feels himself too 
much the victim of his earthly circumstances. But comedy and Christian
ity also demonstrate for man an unqualified acceptance of those cir
cumstances, and so, like the restraining collar, they serve to remind 
man whenever he would break the bonds of his humanity, whenever he would 
be more than man, that his conditioned finitude is, in spite of itself, 
a good and natural thing.

NOTES

Such a juxtaposition would not cause eastern minds to shrink, however, 
for in Asia such terms as comedy and divine are in no way contradictory. 
In Indian drama, for example, comedy and religion are jointly present 
as gods triumph joyously and divine lovers, first imperiled, are finally 
united and face a future together. And classical Sanskrit drama, to 
take another instance, is highly serious and religious in concept—but 
with its loss and restoration, with its implications of new beginnings, 
a new future, it is also demonstrably comic in pattern.
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The lesson of Gloria (kee-kee-kee)
grinnyskinnyleggd
blackgirl
whitetoothd
gigglemouthd:

If the heart that feeds you 
should one day grow tedious

‘MUST”
slough it off

'TAKE Y'DIAMONDS" 
like a silk hankerchief 

•TAKE Y’RINGS" 
like a silicon condom

"AND TAKE Y’FURRRS 
AND, GlI I IIRRRL!’!!!" 
like a careless smile 

"JUST 
STYLE, CHILE"
(tac)
(tac) balanced 

'JUST 
SHINE 
IT 
ON"

3-inch 
platinum 
heels 
(tic tac)



"IT'S EASY ENOUGH 
ONCE YOU GET THE HANG"

Gloria drinksfrowns 
"But I think"

think: scotchskinnd 
diamondfiIed 
fIngerna!Is. 
think: scratchdglass

"I think 
maybe
this time"

think rubies 
think pearls 
think greenglass

"I think maybe 
this one"

think
cigaretash (in)
THink (in)
THINK.'
in greenglasstray

"I'll keep"

think scotch 
think furs 
think

(kee-kee-kee)



TiRESiAS 'Old Tiresias 
iio-one half so breezy as, 
Half so free and easy as 
Old Tires las."

- Lawrence DurrelI

Donald Merriel!
Drifting through the monuments 

and icons of the past, one crosses 
the hollow gaze of one of that tribe 
of old men who preserve an air of 
agelessness about them, blind Teiresias 
of Boeotian Thebes. His vacant eyes 
are strangely entrancing, disturb
ingly familiar — one has seen such 
eyes somewhere, perhaps in an acci
dental meeting in a crowded room 
or cast in the cold grip of some 
window as it reflected in the dim 
Iight. of dusk. He pierces through 
the silent passageways between times, 
touching our faces with an all- 
seeing wisdom, whose searchings have 
pried amoungst the spinnings of fate.
Perhaps in his wanderings through 
fate’s realm he came across some 
secret that no man should uncover; 
his visage belies the sight of some 
Gorgon's head that froze his laugh
ter in an old man's helpless grimace.
He is a riddle for our day, relent
lessly tapping his cane in .front of 
his feet as he stalks the prize of 
knowledge, breathing out an atmos
phere of the pointless — old 
Teiresias defeated at the hands of 
his prophetic gifts.

Teiresias, the lover of signs, 
who learned rhe language of the birds 
and the many expressions of the love
joining of men and women: early in 
his adolescent wanderings amoungst 
the hills of Greece, he came across 
two snakes twined in the act of 
coupling and struck them apart. At 
this sacrilegious separation of the 
oracular snakes, Teiresias found him
self metamorphosed from male to fe
male. Teiresias became a widely 
reputed whore. After seven years,
Teiresias again chanced upon two
snakes coupling and returned to his »
original manhood. So began Teiresias'



learning with the experience of all the joys and sufferings of eros through 
his knowledge of life at both poles of the sexual axis of man and woman.

His deepened knowledge was the cause of little rejoicing due to an
other odd event in Teiresias' life. His transvestite past made him an 
authority on the subject of eros and in this capacity he was summoned^to 
settle a dispute between Zeus and Hera. Hera had grown angry at Zeus s 
latest adventure in mortal women, and Zeus put forth as an excuse that 
men had a right to be promiscuous since men derived only a fraction of 
the pleasure that women had from sex. When questioned concerning the re
spective sexual pleasures of man and woman, Teiresias replied that women 
enjoyed by far the greater pleasure in sex. At this answer, Hera could not 
contain her rage and blinded Teiresias. In compensation, Zeus bestowed 
upon Teiresias the gift of phrophetic sight and extended his lifespan to 
seven generations.*

One looks into the ancient and terrible eyes of Teiresias which do 
not see but instead reveal scenes of the future — a stare that mirrors the 
unveiled character of him who is caught too long in its grip. He is blind, 
still he has a vision that looks far beyond the reach of the eye. He has 
mapped the country of his soul in four dimensions and opened his mind to 
the decrees of divinity. Others come to the blind man — Pentheus, Oedipus, 
Creon — but few understand the words of Teiresias until their own blind
ness is sundered by the calamitous present. Teiresias listens to the birds 
with ears purified by the sacred snake's tongue and knovi/s what goes on in 
the farthest reaches of the earth. By many ways he hunts knowledge through 
the realms of earth and air, amoungst the thrones of the gods, in the hid
den recesses of man's soul.

But this all-seeing power is a curse: Teiresias suffers under the 
burden of his mantle genius. Before him is spread the chart of time but 
he lies trapped in It himself. He, too, is part of that inexorable flow 
of things ordained by fate from which there is no escape. He sees his own 
future, mixed with the unhappy lot of Thebes; he is steeped in knowledge 
of his own self. He is doomed to live as long as Thebes stands, giving 
prophetic advice to men who will not comprehend it, revealing the truth in 
all its cruelty. It is ironical the warning he spoke concerning Narcissus: 
Narcissus must never know himself. Teiresias himself is the man who sees 
himself and suffers the agony of his knowledge; he is the victim of the very 
truth that he seeks eternally.

Teiresias' blindness turned him inwards to explore himself, but intro
spection frequently leads to darknesses that are very difficult to banish. 
Self-analysis is of great importance in the search for wisdom, but self- 
analysis in itself offers no guarantee of happiness. Tearing apart the 
soul with the questing inner eye uncovers mysteries that are frightening; 
new areas, unknown previously, open between the islands of light, threat
ening abysses yawning to engulf the seeker. It is like discovering the 
immense spaces that lap between the particles of atoms. It is rash to gaze 
into these depths; there Teiresias finds the despair that poisons his life.

^Another version has it that Teiresias was blinded when he unwittingly^
discovered Athena bathing in a spring on Helicon; the goddess showed him 
some kindness by giving him mantic powers in place of the eyes that had 
beheld the naked daughter of Itetis.



Those spaces mock him through the scantness of the knowledge that he holds 
concerning them. Teiresias grasps far within the reaches of his mind, 
but about these depths he has only glimpsed sparce clues. Questions of 
deity, of fate, of the purpose: these he has explored with his groping 
cane, but little light has been shed on them. Maybe it was wrong to call 
Teiresias the wisest of men.

Teiresias plays with a dangerous instrument: prophecy. He has that 
gift of vision that forges an aquaintance with the working of fate, that 
evasive power that rules space and time. Fate commands the lives of men 
with a relentless grip against which no man or god can rebel. Teiresias 
sees the acts that the future will unfold and the lots that have been cast 
for man. Yet what man has had any close understanding of that odd force 
called fate? Teiresias knows little directly about fate; his acquaint
ance with fate is through the secondary path of observation of events 
subject to fate. Through experience that prophetic prediction is veri
fied by actual occurences he has concluded the existence of a fate that 
guides the world through time with inexorable, often malicious force. 
Teiresias has every right to the beliefs he guards concerning fate, but 
it is hazardous to work with a force so little understood, expanding upon 
certain attributes which take their meaning directly from an essence so 
difficult to descry.

Fate is very frequently interpreted in a dubious manner as fatalistic. 
Unfortunately, the taint of fata Iism hangs heavily about the person of 
Teiresias, breaking forth with his oracular utterances concerning the fated 
course of the future. Teiresias views fate as a heartless dictator whose 
irreversible decrees abolish any such function as free will amoungst men. 
However, this is not at all evident since men are known to enjoy freedom 
in their deliberation of what they wish and what they do not wish; this is 
an experimental fact that is clear in the natural functioning of every man. 
Even if he knows the future as well as Teiresias, a man may still will It 
to be otherwise. In fact, the rebellion against a prophesied future, an 
act of free wi'll, may very well be an important factor contributing to the 
fulfillment of the prophecy. Yet Teiresias sacrifices the fact of free 
will to the conception of fate as juggernaut. Actually he seems to consider 
free will as an act outside of fate’s realm; free will, however, is con
cerned with the same sphere of action as fate, but fate is all-powerful 
in that sphere; so, free will is a completely impotent act and a sort of 
fiction. However, free will, in itself and in its effects, is a reality 
much closer to us than the nebulous movement of fate, and it must somehow 
be taken into account in the scheme of things.

Teiresias is crushed by a view that sets fate against free will with 
fate as cruel victor. An alternative would be to consider free will and 
fate as allies rather than enemies. First, if human action is directed 
by fate, it follows that the most human of actions, the act of freely 
choosing, must somehow be governed by fate. Problems arise because of the 
vagueness that surrounds the words "fate" and "freedom.'' Fate is too often 
seen as the iron hand that builds and destroys on whim. Fate is only 
villain in the eyes of an inconsolable mankind that is glutted with its 
woes. If stripped of the false personification, fate appears as a term 
that denotes the plan that the world is destined to follow. The plan to 
be executed is not the same as the executor of the plan. (Although in 
one belief, God is both the Creator and the Word, nevertheless these two



functions are personally distinguished.) All complaints should be ad
dressed to the executor; the plan is innocent. Free will could very 
well be written in the plan as one means by which the world works the 
way it must. Is man free if he wills in a way which is preordained? In 
such cases as that of Teiresias where the future is roughly visible, the 
knowledge that a certain act is predestined is not enough to make the 
human decision necessary if that act is to occur in some present. Man 
must make an act of will and he can will to act in a manner discordant 
with the predestined act. However, oddly enough this very decision will 
have been fated. This does not mean to say that the freedom of this 
decision is an illusion and that the force of fate was the true author 
of the decision; on the contrary, though the fact of the decision was 
written beforehand, the existence of a freely thinking man was necessary 
in order that this decision be an actuality. The plan works through free 
wiII and not against the freedom of man. Fate is known to us completely 
only through the way things are; prophetic knowledge of the way things 
are to be can be a factor in human decisions but no amount of this knov/- 
ledge actually dictates the outcome of deliberation which is the act of 
will.

Perhaps Teiresias' problem with fate lies in his knowledge of the 
executor of fate. Fate is confused with supposed executors of fate such 
as Zeus and Apollo, and thus the plan itself acquires a certain aura of 
divinity. Fate becomes a conglomeration of the plan and the planner, and 
the problem of fate becomes a dilemma of gods against men. Fate is made 
much harder to tolerate because fate is now spiteful, angry, whimsical, 
and generally emotional. Personality enters and one immediately begins 
to pass judgements on fate (which is a pointless task if fate is the way 
that things must be). Teiresias views fate with a jaundiced eye, as 
though he knew not only the decrees of fate but also their divine pur
pose. Teiresias treads ground of which no mortal man has much knowledge — 
the divine intention that made the plan as it is. He has set himself up 
as the judge of the gods, condemning fate as brutal, consigning the world 
to hopelessness. Of course, Teiresias may actually have a claim to de
spair considering the gods that he follows: he has chosen gods that seem 
to have little love for mankind.

So Teiresias suffers the fate of tragedy: he is the visionary that 
bears the truth as a wearisome yoke that tortures him perpetually v/ith its 
cruel light. Yet there is something twisted about the tragic element of 
Teiresias' character. He knows much of the world's lore and of the mys
teries of time and man's soul, but all his knowledge has brought little 
benefit to him. Somewhere Teiresias has fallen in love with the tragic, 
the great adventure in self-pity. Truth has become a harsh mistress — 
the more zealously pursued, the more painful it grows. Self-discovery is 
for Teiresias not the key to happiness but a journey into the exquisite 
delights of despair. Fate has become a divinity at which one shakes his 
fist but infinitely prefers this noble act of defiance to the paltry 
thought that man's free will might be working with fate. How beautifully 
moving to look on the truth and abandon hope!

Beyond the alluring aesthetic spectacle of the tragic character of 
Teiresias lies the falseness of such an approach to life. Stage tragedy 
blackens much of reality and often leads to a tragic state of mind that 
warps reality and obscures great portions of the truth. Teiresias lies



bound within the walls of the fortress of tragedy that he has built around 
himself; he has blinded himself to many of the greatest lights that are 
perceptable to the simplest of people. Although he is a very learned man, 
he has turned his special gifts of inner perception into narcotics that 
have clouded his awareness of the greater gifts of hope and freedom that 
all men possess. Teiresias has not the strongest desire for the truth or 
he would cast off the tragic veil that discolors all of reality, which he 
claims to study with such diligence.

Teiresias wanders the streets of Thebes with pointless steps since he 
has lost all faith in the truth which he still professes to follow. His 
way is set in a rut of hopelessness. He prophesises the turns in men’s 
fortunes, but he gives more offense than aid. Long ago he began to feed 
upon his heart’s wounds amoungst the thorns of the world. Men act in all 
folly as it has been fated, but Teiresias has caught glimpses of the way 
things ought to be. Against his ideal pattern of the world, fate unrolls 
its dishevelled scenes of human blunder and sin. Yet man is not a com
plete mistake; but Teiresias has grown obsessed with the tragic aspect of 
life. His original horror at the atrocities that involve mankind has 
turned to a diseased fascination. Horror has led to. despair in front of 
the discrepancy between the worldly real and the envisioned ideal. With 
the loss of hope, Teiresias adds himself to the other casualties that 
build that world that is so horrible.

Old Teiresias: no rest exists for him until Thebes falls. But Thebes 
still stands today, within whose walls the plague rages more fiercely than 
ever. Teiresias’ voice echoes in darkened corners where modern prophets 
foretell catastrophe in dissolute tones that scarcely mesh the glee with 
which they gloat upon the future. Hardened seducers of youths and maidens: 
come play with the sins of melancholia that sweetly vibrate from the 
strings of the heart that knows too much and very little at ali. Vte are 
wise today and we understand our drives and desires and the inner workings 
of our minds: know thyself and despair. Idols of our lusts demand our 
worship, but they are mute and return no love or satisfaction. No ionger 
beautiful are the tragedies that we sanctify to venerate the sacrifices 
that are offered to these cold gods. We look on their images graven in 
our hearts and feel the senselessness of life with such idols, and yet we 
are blind to the sensibility that accompanies reality faithfully. We are 
all Teiresias — looking inside ourselves only to blindly slip into the 
morass of arrogant suicide.

Voyaging inward passes perilously over the chasm of mantic despair, 
for he who enters there catches lines of the song of truth against which 
men weave their shrouds to the discords that serve to obscure the light. 
Teiresias reads the reaiity of his fellows’ lives against the more real 
interlinear of the better way, and the page is blinding in its cruel 
clarity. He sees a fate which is unpleasant to all, unbearable to most. 
All-seeing Teiresias falls prey to the cynic’s disease — there is no 
meaning and no hope. Teiresias toys with mysteries too deep and too sim
ple for his clever, prying mind. He is caught in his own cleverness: he 
must grovel at fate’s feet yet with bitter resentment he whispers im- 
potently against it when he thinks fate is not looking. His idols of 
tragedy and doom mock him with the absurdity of his world but he only 
clings closer to them though they drink his blood. Maps form in drying 
blood — his own — that is spilt on the alters, and still Teiresias



hungers for the answers that it writes; but he finds no real answers 
there. Better answers lie elsewhere, but he never really cares to ask 
their questions. Teiresias knows in some part of himself that he does 
not want the revealing answers; tragedy is much more entertaining.

Sources

Dante Alighieri- Divina Commedia 
Lawrence Durrel I- Alexandria Quartet 
Sophocles- Oedipus Tyrannus, Antigone 
Homer- Odyssey
Robert Graves- The Or ".k Myths
Callimachus- Hymns: "The Blinding of Teiresias"
Apollodorus- The Library: III
Ovid- Metamorphoses: III
Jean Cocteau- Machiene InfernaIe
Euripides- Bacchae, Phoenician Women



Alone.

Crumbling mine dump senseless

A mute gray sky

Feeling November and the cold

Cold rain Godspit

Wet against a face

Swirling hair flapping madly

To a shrouded horizon saying nothing

Seconds eons oblivious

Lost in the hushed ripples of a nameless pond

Cattails rustling In the tall grass

Parting for the bolting stag challenging the open field

Stopping Iistening

Clamorous silence apprehension

Shudder the leafless branches

Pathless trails that crunch if asked

Gray sky

Motionless horizon omniscient

Calm

Of death 

Of life

of time beyond life

Within inseparable

Fickle breeze f levying unbound detached intrinsic

Quietly bellowing screaming a murmur
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Trickling down a scarlet cheek
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Realization of Evil In the beginning of Aganerron, 
a chorus of old men laments that in 
old age:

Frances Nash
man goes three footed, 
no stronger than a child Is, 
a dream that falters In daylightJ

Then Clytaemestra enters silently and 
the chorus addresses her. Clytaemestra 
proves to be, like the chorus, a 
dream, but one in which evil has 
been conceived and is coming to 
reaIization.

The play opens with images of 
destruction: of Troy, of the Achaean 
army, and of Iphigeneia. The images 
are formed largely by the suppli
cations of the murdered and the 
sorrow of the desolate, which go 
unheard and unnoticed by the enactors 
of destruction. The destroyers are 
somehow out of touch with their 
victims and with destruction as the 
victims know it. The movement of 
the separation, however, is more of 
the victims from them than of them 
from the victims. More than the 
destroyers have passed into a haze, 
through which they see death and grief 
only dimly, the victims have passed 
out of a haze and have suddenly come 
to know destruction as it is. The 
victims have come into contact with 
the world and so have become separated 
from those who still inhabit a 
familiar vagueness they take for 
clarity.

Even those who only describe 
the v/ar seem closer to it than its 
instigators, although it has occurred 
in the past and at a distance from 
them. Perhaps, having come to know 
the consequences of things they have 
not perceived, they have come closer 
to knowing the things themselves, 
for the consequences existed according 
to things as they were actually and 
not as they were apprehended.

Looked back upon, the crime 
of Helen and Paris appears to the 
chorus as almost inconceivable.



Paris is said to have "violated the inviolable" and Helen to have 
"dared beyond all daring." Those acts of the past are spoken of as if 
they were barely describable with ordinary words. Yet Paris and Helen 
passed lightly through the gates; only the prophets wept and mourned what 
was and what thereby was to come.

Other than the victims of destruction, only the prophets see the 
present clearly. Perhaps it is in an illuminated present that they discern 
the past and future. Cassandra learns of Atreus's past crime because she 
sees Thyestes* children hovering and wailing above the house. She learns 
of Clytaemestra’s future crime because she sees the net of death that the 
murderer forms. Each time she calls to "the chorus to look at what is 
there before them, but though it is before them all, only she can see it. 
Because Atreus*s crime is in the past, the chorus at least understands 
the vision of the murdered children, but it neither sees nor understands 
the net of death that Clytaemestra forms.

Perhaps Apollo’s curse on Cassandra has worked to change what was 
once only a knowledge of the present to a direct awareness of it, so that 
the inability of most men to see the present clearly makes her forever 
incomprehensible to them. If her visions of the present were to become 
understandable to the chorus, either she would have come to see as they do, 
or they would have come to see as she does. As long as she sees clearly 
what is before her, she is in exile.

Cassandra says that she is mocked and despised by those dearest to 
her, and that she has walked from house to house begging and corrupt. It 
is as if she were regarded as something alien and untouchable, rather than 
simply as a liar or as someone demented. She is cast off as dangerous and 
intolerable, and she is the only one who is absolutely harmless. To those 
who perceive the nature of death and sorrow, a I I acts of harm are as 
unthinkable as the crime of Paris and Helen comes to be. The chorus, after 
describing Paris's violation of divine law, says that a man becomes 
capable of doing evil when:

Persuasion the persistent overwhelms him.
She, strong daughter of designing Ruin.
And every medicine is vain; the sin
smolders not, but burns to evil beauty.^

Overwhelming Persuasion obscures the world to the purposes of Ruin, but 
can do so only if the world is already obscured. Only perceptions which 
are imperfect and subjective are variable and can be manipulated by 
Persuasion; those which are direct and clear are constant and unchangeable.

When Clytaemestra speaks to Cassandra, Cassandra refuses to answer 
or obey her. Cassandra speaks, although incomprehensibly, to the chorus, 
but to Clytaemestra she does not seem to attribute the power either to 
hear or to be heard. Clytaemestra seems to have passed from the usual 
haze, where the chorus lives and where Cassandra is at least affective 
and affected, to a further obscurity, where Cassandra is still and silent, 
a human presence only in appearance. Clytaemestra, living within the 
machinery of Persuasion, is almost completely separated from Cassandra's 
world. Cassandra will neither move nor speak, because Clytaemestra can 
neither see nor hear her.



The workings of Persuasion provide Clytaemestra with many reasons for 
kiliing Agamemnon. His death is first spoken of as fair recompense for 
the evil he inflicted on the peopie of Argos by involving them in the war:

He filled our cup with evil things unspeakable
and now himself come home has drunk it to the dregs.^

Clytaemestra then says that the sacrifice of Iphigeneia is the reason 
for his death:

Mow hear you this, the right behind my sacrament:
By my child's Justice driven to fulfillment, by
her Wrath and Fury, to whom I sacrificed this man . . .

Finally, she attributes his death to "the spirit thrice glutted that lives 
in this race."5 That she justifies herself many times reveals that perhaps 
she never really can. She gives three different reasons for the murder 
but discredits them all by avowing each to be the one true reason.
Persuasion appears to be unable to judge between the reasons it uses to 
give justice to the killing, perhaps because they are all the same in that 
they have the same function and they are all untrue. Clytaemestra recites 
them as if they were part of a list she has memorized more than understood, 
and which must be continually repeated or it will be lost. If her reasons 
were forgotten, they would disappear, and she would be revealed as being 
without reasons and therefore without justice.

As long as Agamemnon has been absent. Persuasion has worked upon 
his image. He has been an imperfect rememberance of an imperfect perception, 
twice removed from the world, cast into the crimes that have been and the 
justice that will be. When he returns, however, his presence threatens 
to restore his fading original image, and so Clyatemestra skillfully creates 
a situation which will reinforce the changes she has worked on that image.
As Agamemnon comes to greet her, she carefully persuades him to walk 
upon precious robes spread over the ground. All the crimes by which 
Clytaemestra justifies her action: the deaths at Troy, the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia, and the murder of Thyestes' children, were the trampling down 
of innocent beings. Clytaemestra persuades Agamemnon to commit the analogous 
crime of trampling down the delicate tapestries, so that her reception 
of him is a confirmation of his guilt.

Clytaemestra’s manufactured reasons for killing Agamemnon resemble 
actual reasons and could have been actual reasons, but they are not.
The trampling of the cloth is a likeness of the manufactured reasons which 
are in turn likenesses of real ones. In Agamemnon’s presence, even reasons 
that are merely possible and not actual seem to need reinforcement if 
their possibility is to resist fading away. Ruin must persuade Clytaemestra 
not only that a reason for the killing does exist, but even that 
one might exist.

Despite Clytaemestra’s efforts to retain it, at the moment of the 
murder, when Agamemnon is dying under her hand, all the machinery of 
Persuasion falls away. She says:

And as he died he spattered me with the dark red
and violent driven rain of bitter savored blood



to make me glad, as gardens stand among the showers 
of God In glory at the birthtime of the buds.^

Her action is no longer horrible but Justifiable; it is purely good and 
needs no justification. Clytaemestra sees the evil that has conceived the 
murder, directly and clearly, in exultation at its fulfillment. She 
finds herself in its midst, unable to run from it, and so clings to it, 
casting its qualities upon herself. She sees the murder as the evil sees 
it, as holy and glorious.

Perhaps the evil that drives Clytaemestra can only succeed knowing 
itself to be good. Obstacles and trials merely feed its sense of 
righteousness and make its fulfillment more exultant. It appears to those 
outside as relentless and merciless, while it appears to itself as untiring 
and uncompromising.

Clytaemestra finally comes to deny both that she is Agamemnon’s wife 
and that she is his murderer. She says:

Can you claim I have done this?
Speak of me never
more as the wife of Agamemnon.
In the shadow of this corpse’s queen 
the old stark avenger 
of Atreus for his revel of hate 
struck down this man . . J

Ruin’s calculated distortion has separated her so far from the world that 
only her shadow remains there. The single time she contacts actuality, at
the instant she kills Agamemnon, she is 
completely to the overwhelming evil and 
She has become "a dream that falters in 
of the world, a sleep, and disappearing

forced to give herself over 
thus pass again out of the world, 
daylight,” existing in an unawareness 
when the world is illuminated.

Footnotes

1. 1 i nes 80-82

2. 1 i nes 385-389

3. 11 nes 1397-1398

4. 1 i nes 1431-1433

5. 1 ine 1477

6. 1 i nes 1497-1502



Introduction to a discussion concerning Music

In setting tonal masses into motion, the composer determines what 
is to occupy time and space. The tonal masses have an actuality and a 
potentiality governed by dynamic vectors they exhibit and by the subse
quent arrangement of masses. For example, the dynamic ramifications of 
a tonal cluster may not be fully realized until many masses have passed 
by. Thus the potentiality of a tonal mass may lie in suspension although 
the mass has ceased to sound. The composer must control the actuality 
and potentialities, the time and space, the order and form of the tonal 
masses. For this task, his only guide is his command of musical dialec
tic and his inspiration. The composer must be aware of all the dynamic 
vectors emanating from a single tonal cluster; otherwise his music will 
seem to fall apart. Because the composer can control the quality of his 
music, the looseness or tightness of his tonal progression is intentional. 
Tonality is the case when the connective "tissues" between chords are 
clear; atonality is the case when the connective "tissues" between sig
nificant tonal masses is not clear.

To show that one thing follows logically from another is an analytic 
activity since the seeker intends to find something that already fulfills 
properties within a system. The system of logic is both natural and con
ventional. It is natural in the sense that natural phenomena occur with
in the calculable framework of number, the basis of logic. It is conven
tional in the sense that we discard statements that do not satisfy the 
logical forms. Philosophy shows the logical dependency of one statement 
to another; literature and poetry show that a statement is valid because 
a situation formulated to demonstrate the statement is believable, and 
the characters in it as real as your neighbors.

Music seems to partake of both the forms of logic and the demonstra
tion of literature. The dynamic qualities in music — such as the ten
dency of the dominant to direct itself to the tonic — are dependent upon 
natural laws. Whether the composer chooses to utilize or fulfill these 
dynamic vectors immediately or to suspend them for later resolution is 
entirely at his will. Since a single dynamic vector is discrete and tends 
toward a single resolution, we have learned to expect the resolution. If 
resolution proceeds immediately, our expectations are fulfilled; if not, 
if the vector is suspended in time, our expectations are frustrated — 
we feel tension. Hence the subjective principles of music are linked to 
the objective realities in the logic of tonal progression.

Music, then, has subjective and objective reality. I think it is 
wrong to extinguish one for the dialectical consideration of the other 
since the link between them is insoluble. Our system of scales was 
derived from what appealed to the ear. The very simple and elegant 
Pythagorean derivation of the scale tones was abandoned to be replaced 
by a less elegant derivation that none the less produced better sounding 
tones. Mathematics is not the judge of musical composition— the ear 
is. In this way is the objective reality of music conditioned by the 
subjective reality. It is to satisfy the convention of logic that man 
seeks to bind his creative acts by rule and measure; yet a composer does



ftot writ* chord 8ft«r another ^rfor<^ but for aosthatlc purposes, 
(SoM> may toy with the Idea that aTT’oBjsctfve reality may be conditioned 
by the suhjectfvef the Philosophical Invest!pattons of Wittgenstein con
tains pert I noet inquiry,)

When we approach the task of criticising a musical composition we 
argue about the subordination of the obj^ctiiv© reaim of music to sub
jective ends. Since the chains of log foal dependency# In terms of chor
dal polarities, can be voluntarily Ignored by the composer. It follows 
that music Is a representatfon of the cowDOser’s will. Music Is highly 
expressive of the composer’s Inner thoughts because the composer Is 
washed by the Intellectual and folk traditions of his time. While 
writing the piece that follows this essay, ! was thinking about tragedy

I ly Budd . Doesn’t the theme appear to be swaMowed up In petty 
but forSTu1"''cIrcumstances? Doesn’t It emerge only to overwhelmed by 
an ascendant cathartic rush of the last measures?

’’Billy ascended; and, ascending, took the full rose of the dawn,”

To those who fee! that music Is three times removed from the truth, 
I bid adieu.

Invention_____________  S. Whitehiit





I was flattered by the sunshine, 
by its stabbing, lazy hue, 
by the way it caressed me 
through the leaves it glazed anew 
with laughing green and giossy grey.

So I walked the unknown way 
and listened to the snapping kneli 
of ancient trees blown by the wind 
and looked my fill into the well 
of golden and burning laughter.

I found a peace I sought not after; 
it filled my eyes with glowing fire; 
it warmed me and I saw all light.
I then at lenght my eyes retired— 
nothing I saw but fire and light.

The burning red and golden bright 
at last decayed and left me there 
in darkness echoed In with red 
that throbbed and groaned and did not care 
that I was blind and fainted there.

In thirty Iines of metered verse 
1 wrote a song to show that I 
could write of darkness and of light, 
to show that I could learn to die 
and accept as well as any man.

And upon the darkness where I stand— 
that is what I learned to do.
And rooted in a furrow cold 
I rest and have not been so bold 
to walk the woods where sun shines through, 
nor have I looked up again.

(Anon.)



...For a moment...

It is far ahead, I know,
past countless volumes of my breath
like the wind that forever churns a sea.
Yet, for a moment, I clock the pit of night:
What struggle lurks so mad?
A cricket pauses, basking in the autumn calm; 
a vicarious hunger his brothers purvey 
when he seeks another's reverent song.
I would praise his eloquent silence
if he could tell me it is so, that it must be so.
The gentle air upon my skin; 
constant, like a paternal guardian 
who nurtures the substance of life.
A last sweet strain she grants to men 
who never sought her fountainhead.
Nimbus seeps from mellow globe, the moon, 
close to home, when behind the fading ebb 
the greater sun is edging towards the dawn, 
to wake his earth from heavy sleep 
to bathe again his beloved land.
At brilliant rise of fearless star, 
the crickets cease in just repose; 
their morning ripe in warmth of fall.
With a burning sun, I greet the day; the pit of night recedes.

King



DAPHNE '•That's my offer," finished the 
short, heavy man at the desk, and he 
stared back at his prospective cii- 
ent with neither a smile nor frown.

David

A frown began to crease Mr. 
Wilkes' face, as he slowly fumbled 
at his desk drawer, drew out a match, 
and lit a cigarette. He watched the 
other man's hands while he answered. 
"Is it the cost that's not right?"

The hand's jerked impatiently. 
"No, no! I told you, that doesn'-f 
mat'ter. But I absolutely must have 
a better way than any of these to do 
that scene."

Mr. Wilkes looked down at the 
sheets the hand had motioned, toward. 
Then he glanced back to the tall thin 
man who swayed above him. When WiIkes 
spoke again the man stopped his con
stant motion and fixed a steady gaze 
on him.

"These are the best possible 
ways to pull off what you want done," 
Wilkes began. 'My company is as 
thorough as possible, and.-t've made 
sure we haven't overlooked any other 
way.'' His voice was careful and 
patient, but a trace of tiredness 
crept in. He stared at the smolder
ing cigarette lying still unsmoked 
between his fingers.

'That's what we have to do to 
stay in buisness," he continued,
"Look, we handle the toughest prob
lems only, and we provide the ideas, 
the materials, and the labor. The 
sign says Staging Uniimited, and that 
means no one else even tries what we 
do best. I've made this place suc
ceed by being right, and I'll tell 
you, Mr. Mauffer, I'll bet you five 
hundred dollars you can't stage that 
scene the way you asked unless you

Maclaine "Well, I'm afraid that won't do 
it," said the man standing before him, 
as he violently shook his head for 
emphasis. "Are you sure there's no
thing more you could try?



use one of those plans right there.'*

It was his last try, and he watched the face this time.

i^r. ffeuffer let out a long breath. '’Still no way I guess,' he said, 
shaking his head slowly. ''Well thank you; you'll be paid for the time 
spent on finding these anyway, i'll just have to keep working at it."

Mr. Wilkes stood up to shake hands. And after the door had swung 
closed, he crushed out his cigarette and put away the papers. From his 
shelf he took a file left by yesterday's second visitor, and began to 
look over it. Then he stopped for a second and thought about the man who 
had Just left. Crazy? he wondered, and decided not. But then why did he 
need to turn a girl into a tree?

* * #

John Mauffer had been in Phillips Hall since early morning, and 
during that time the hammering had never ceased. The scaffolding which 
clung to the wall filled the hall's wide spaces enough that the constant 
stream of workmen on the floor seemed a thick, pressing crowd. In truth, 
however, when the work was completed the hall would seat ten times as 
many people as now 'crowded" the floor. Nonetheless, no one but John 
Mauffer could have gathered this group and kept the work moving. He 
stood in the center of the wide lower level, arms waving as he gave di
rections to the foreman for each division of the work, and the flow to 
his circle and back was steady. "Do it right the first time,'' he had in
sisted. "And if you don't know what right is, ask me."

So they asked, and Mauffer answered each question quickly and with 
certainty. For John i'teuffer, if for no one else, this project was cer
tain of success, and that meant pre-planning. Few other men had tried 
the triple job of producer, director, and conductor for a major operatic 
production, and none had ever had such freedom of action. So Mauffer 
pre-planned, when it was possible, and when it was not he drove on just 
the same, using both his firm idea of what the result should be, and his 
practically unlimited funds to solve v/hatever "hows" he could not settle 
in advance. His past success had won him this chance, and once given the 
opportunity he never doubted sucess.

"Yes, that's the paneling I wanted. Just be sure to get it naiied 
on tightly; otherwise it may vibrate. What's that? Yes, get the metal 
hinges in those seats sanded before you get them hooked up, and oil them 
too; I won't want any sound in this place that I can't control, and that 
includes squeaky seats. How's the stage coming? Yes? Well Jan here has 
the specifications; you can check and tell her what you need."

Lunch break came, and the workmen began to crowd out. John sat down 
on a loose chair in the orchestra pit and began nibbling at the contents 
of a small brown bag. His secretary sat down beside him and pulled out a 
sandwich from her own bag. He glanced at her as she began to eat.

Jan i'tarris was an unattractive young woman of middle height and 
build. She still maintained a sceptical attitude toward John's optimism, 
but her own dark outlook had never interfered with her work, which com-



pletely fulfilled Mauffer's high expectations. And he enjoyed having 
someone around who he could never convince by sheer force of will : in 
that way she kept his mind honed for any problem.

'■What did the staging people come up with? ■ she asked. He made a 
face. 'Gadgets, mechanical trap door tricks; you know, every kind of 
deception they can puli off with hardware. None of it adds up to what 
I need for this."

"I really don’t know what you’re expecting. I mean, you’ve got the 
hardest scene in all of opera to stage, and if you start getting picky 
you just might end up with nothing.'' Her voice was mocking, but it 
lacked the depressing flat tone she resorted to in cases of real disaster.

"Look," he replied. "You know how I feel about this thing. If I’m 
going to produce anything by Strauss it has to be absolutely flawless. If 
I settle for less at any point, then the whole buisness falls apart."'

"Sure, sure, I know. But nobody forced you to do Strauss in the 
first place, and even if they had, you could have picked something besides 
this Daphne. You have no appreciation of how much your material limits 
what you can do."

’'In this case," he said, shaking his head, "it’s the material that 
has been limited — by dull direction, weak singers, and second rate pro
duction. But this time the presentation will allow the beauty In this 
opera to shine completely undimmed."

Jan rolled her eyes in feigned admiration. 'Speaking of shining," 
she said, "isn’t that your star over there?"

Mauffor turned just as Karina Amotta spotted him. She sli toward 
him, her loose, light dress trailing slightly. John noticed again how 
girlish her hair and face appeared, and how slim she was for a top so
prano. In a few years the sharpness of looks and the contrasting glob- 
ulous build would make their inevitable appearance, but now she seemed to 
have just wandered into a strange and delightful world.

"Karina," he said, jumping up and smiling.

The first name address startled her for only a moment, and John had 
already made her feel like a trusted assosciate by the time the quick 
round of introductions were over. 'Of course you all know iliss Amotta,' 
he concluded.

Karina managed to respond neither haughtily nor blushingly; a re
markable feat for one just exposed to John Mauffer.

"I must say I really enjoyed your performance in London," John began, 
as they sat down. "You’re undoubtedly the best actress I’ve ever seen in 
opera, yet somehow your voice never got out of control. It was absolutely 
stunning."

"Oh, I try to understand my parts." Karina said with just a little



'■Understand, she says! Half the audience in tears, a twenty minute 
ovation, and she says something like that!" John’s hands had begun to 
wave in long sweeps.

"But how can you evoke that kind of response?" Jan asked, frankly 
curious.

"Feeling," she replied, and John beamed.

"Perfect, perfect," he said, "of course it’s feeling! How, after 
all, can an audience be brought to feel unless they can be made to be
lieve what they are watching. And they certainly can’t believe that un
less the singer herself believes the part. And only deep feeling can 
create the belief we need." John was standing up now, his arms moving 
faster and faster.

Jan shook her head in doubt. "That's a pretty long way to go on 
emoti on.

"It’ll go," John replied, "farther than you can imagine." He turned 
to Karina. "Do you have the part down yet?"

She nodded quietly.

"Then let's go over that first act aria, the second one."

"I’m ready to go," she smiled, "but what about your lunch?"

"Forget it," he said. "This is more important."'

As I'tauffer and Miss Amotta moved toward the stage, Jan returned to 
her meal and thought, "Nice enough right now, but I bet I know how long 
the smiles will last after John jumps on her for the first sloppy prac
tice. Once things get a little less than perfect the enchantment will 
wear off pretty fast."

But Jan was wrong.

Two weeks later she watched as John brought another rehearsal of 
the orchestra to a close. For a minute after the conclusion Mauffer re
mained frozen in place. Then he looked up and dismissed the musicians. 
As he came down from the podium, John’s shirt was soaked with sweat, and 
a lost expression was on his face.

"Wake up superstar," Jan taunted, but even her remarks could not 
quite break his strange mood.

"So beautiful," he murmured. Then, snapping the reverie, "Look at 
this place; it's really finished! And it works!' All the effects I 
needed: it has all worked out so well."

"How's Miss Amotta coming along?"



‘Perfect. i!ot a flaw in the sound. And the acting! If you think 
I’m wrapped up in this, you should see her. This means so much to her, 
you can tell, and she's Just moving farther and farther into the charac
ter. I've really never seen anything like it. It’s almost frightening, 
the transformation she undergoes while singing.”

Jan raised an eyebrow. ’'Speaking of transformations, how is that 
final scene coming?”

For a moment Mauffer's face revealed doubt. "Oh yes, the trans
formation scene. Well, nothing has come up yet. Damn it, it’s such a 
difficult thing to pull off, especially now when I know how perfect it 
must be to fit with how beautifully Karina sings it.’

'Well, I warned you all along that would be your stumbling block.’

"Don’t count on being right just yet, fliss Morris: I certainly 
haven’t given up. In fact, I'm just getting ready to go see a man about 
it. And I think this time I may come up with what I want."

* * *

When Mauffer opened the door to Julius Vteber's office, he decided 
that Weber had chosen the wrong profession. This tiny room, cluttered 
with hundreds of curios from strange lands, seemed more like the shop 
of a puppeteer than of a professional magician. The shelves hung heavy 
with delightful little figures, ready to lure one away from the job at 
hand. But after a moment, Mauffer pulled his gaze from the figurines 
and turned to look for Mr. Vtebber. Just now, he seemed to be out.
However, no sooner had John discovered the absence than the door behind 
him swung open again, and Julius Weber came bobbing into the room.

"Oh, hello sir. You must be Mr. I’teuffer. Sorry I wasn’t here; I 
just ran down for a second, and you slipped in. Let’s see, this is busi
ness, eh, so I had best leave the shades drawn. Sit down, sit down.
Now, what is it I can do for you?"

He had an engaging, almost teasing manner for one whose voice re
tained so much of the old country ways. But beneath the light demeanor 
and the buisness cliches rested a somehow undefinable depth of tone.
He was dressed in an open collared shirt and heavy work trousers, and 
despite the engraved lines in his face, Weber had neither lost his hair 
nor even succumbed to graying, so that his head gave no real clue to Hr. 
Weber’s age.

"I came about an opera," John began, and he noticed Weber’s smile 
grew broader. "I need to solve a problem in staging for Richard Strauss’ 
Daphne. Are you familiar with it?"

Weber nodded.

"Then you know about the transformation scene, and you know my prob
lem. This opera is a brilliant, mature synthesis of dramatic naturalism 
and delicate beauty. But to preserve that synthesis the drama must never 
be allowed to slip below perfection. Daphne, beloved of Apollo, is unable



to love him in return. She longs for nature; for a freer kinship. And 
she achieves it! But how can that final ecstasy be understood unless one 
sees the act of transformation? So that scene must be included. But 
the problem is, how? How does a woman turn into a tree onstage and still 
maintain the illusion that has been created throughout the performance? 
That’s what I’m here about: I’ve been trying everyone, and the last 
professional magician I tried gave your name. You know about these things: 
how can I stage this scene?''

Weber seem.ed to be looking over John’s head at something behind him. 
But he spoke at once, saying, 'Oh yes, I am familiar with opera. In 
Europe, it is so marvelous—but then you have been there, so you know what 
it Is like. And there, of course, I have heard Strauss performed quite 
a bit, though not as much as I’d like. I have always thought there was
something special in what tried to do. And in Daphne he might have 
succeeded.'' He brought his eyes down to Mauffer. "The woman who will sing 
Daphne for you, she’s good?''

John shook his head. 'M’ve never seen anyone believe so completely 
in a role as Karina Amotta does this one. She’s more than good: 
she’s Daphne."

Again Wever’s eyes rose away from f^auffer. ''Prior belief," he 
marvelled, "That’s so rare. What you said about illusion struck me when 
I heard it, because, of course, for your audience the illusion must create 
the belief. But once they believe, then what?" John Mauffer’s face lit 
up, and he answered unhesitantiy. "Then the illusion becomes real in 
their minds. That’s what art is ultimately about; creating a new reality 
for the individual."

Weber looked down and thought for a moment. Then he turned his head 
up, and with a funny, almost vacant expression asked, ''But isn’t it these 
real things which we manipulate that create the Illusion we need before 
this mental reality can come to be?"

John Mauffer nodded, but gave no answer. He sat immobile, eyes wide 
and fixed on Julius V/eber.

Weber stood up and walked to the window, then turned to John, and 
softly said, "But what creates those original real things we use to create 
illusion?" He stared at the wall behind Mauffer for a moment, then pulled 
back the shades, and strode tovvard a back shelf.

"It will all depend on Miss Amotta, of course, but I think I will be 
able to help you.''

* * *

Via I king up the steps of Phillips Hall, the music critic of the Tribune 
had only two matters on his mind. The first was that he had to review the 
premiere performance for the city of Richard Strauss' Daphne that he v/as 
about to see. The second was that his deadline v/ould "force" him to miss 
the final scene. He found more pleasure in the thought of an early escape 
than in the prospect of listening to the squandering of the admittedly 
fine talents John Mauffer had gathered together for such a hopelessly



irnplausibiG opera. (!e scanned the attractive exterier and lobby of the 
recently renovated building, and decided from the beginning that his review 
would set these tasteful exteriors against the embarrassing clumsiness 
he expected to witness inside.

But as he entered the great interior of the hall and mounted the ramp 
to his seat, the critic found new feelings rising up. Before he could 
speculate about the way Mauffer had created the shifting color patterns 
on the walls of the room, he was caught in a deep wonder at the softly 
beautiful glow that enveloped the hall. By the time he reached his seat 
the light had begun to gradually dim, and the rustle of the seated audience 
had ceased, revealing not the sound of an orchestra in pre-concert 
practice, but only the distant music of a flute, moving lightly over a 
flight of seemingly unpatterned notes. But the faint flute music did 
not jar even the most attentative ear.

For the critic, both sound and sight had begun to merge. His eyes 
dropped to the pit as he searched for sign of the orchestra. Only a deep, 
impenetrable darkness was there, and his eyes slid naturally upward to 
the gentle play of light that was focusing on the curtain. An unexpected 
sense of anticipation crept over the critic as he awaited some other sound.
But the silence was now unbroken by even faint tones, and the critic sank 
back into his chair, gripped by a slowly changing mood. He never really 
heard the first note of the overture, nor was he conscious of those that 
followed, for as the music began the room started to change, to open up, 
and as it did, the music flowed with it, and around it, and through each 
person sitting there.

The curtain rose in a flash of brightness that did not blind, but 
rather drew on each eye like a small candle pulls moths. Sound and sight 
drew the critic down until he seemed beside those tiny figures on the stage. 
The action flowed, and he knew, and cared as the characters slid past him, 
close yet out of reach. Pain rose at his helplessness to stop those first 
hints of tragedy, but now his distress was transmuted to happiness, and 
he felt the joy of the young girl there below him, and he joined her in 
her hopes.

The people he watched lived on, and he felt security melt away in the 
tension of clashing wills. Daphne seemed to speak trustingly to him, and 
he held the promise not to tell another of the thoughts she had shared. 
Location blurred, but the focus of the critic’s mind remained tightly afixed 
to the beautiful sounds that now drifted over him. There was to be 
no intermission.

Minutes had no meaning, nor any other standard a mind could set to 
that perfect falling onward the critic felt. But now a wall loomed up; 
the twisting stream approached an end toward which it did not waver. The 
critic’s tiny protest disappeared as the music slowly stripped away his 
hopes of intervention. He had been pulled out of reach, but still a few 
small cries flew to him through the beauty. At last he knew they were not 
cries of pain, but still he did not rest. Eyes and ears couid not resist 
the new enchantment rising from beneath them. The sound crept upwards and 
the critic moved within the figure of Daphne that stood before him. And 
AS the change began he felt with her the final pain, and with her he was 
swallowed by stronger forces; and his soul flew lightly above the scene below.



ShG was just a girl, but already he could see the hand of nature grasp her 
in its grip. The transformation came, and the critic's heart seemed to 
slow as she stretched, and gray began to cover flesh, while from her fingers 
sprouted leaves of an early spring. Her body slimmed, and her movements 
seemed to cease, except for the slight swaying of limbs. Only her voice 
remained now, and it flew thin and light, around and above them. No one 
could tell from what point It issued, for it came from all sides. Then 
it ceased, and the music it had left behind seemed empty, although it was 
not. When even that last thread was cut, there was no sound in Phillips Hall.

A minute later a sudden storm of applause shook John Mauffer from his 
exhausted revery, and as the sound roared on he managed to get down from 
the podium and move backstage. The feeling of accomplishment had not yet 
struck, and John noticed the dazed look of the stagehand'*. The crowd roared 
onward, now calling for the stars, for Karina. But the curtain did not 
rise. John heard the voices around him calling for Karina. Strange that 
she wasn't right here, he thought. He had wandered to the stage, past the 
singers who grouped silently at the side. The stagehands were still 
searching for Miss Amotta, as the crowd continued to cry out her name.

John glanced at the slim tree that stood in the center of the stage. 
Laurel tree, he noticed, but then he realized that that was what had been 
called for by the story. His concentration was not quite yet recovered.

The noise of the crowd rose louder and louder as they demanded Karina 
Amotta. John could hear a sobbing through the curtain.

Jan Morris rushed franticly onto the stage. They're still calling 
for her. Where on earth can Karina be?” she cried. Then she stopped and 
stared strangely at the tree. Following her gaze, John looked at the tree 
once more, staring amazed this time, not at the light branches, but at the 
bottom. And as he saw the shattered floorboards around the trunk, and 
beneath them long roots stretching deep into the ground, John knew that 
those who called would never find the woman for whom they searched.
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Heidegger;
The Question 
About Technique’

translated by Frank K. Fiinn 
note by Tnomas Harris

This is the first third of 
j Heidegger's essay concerning technique 
.’as fairly literally translated by Mr. 

Fiinn. Mr. Fiinn has included the 
German for Heidegger's difficult and 
almost untranslatable words, words 
that play, words that play upon cog
nates and etymologies. These words 
are guides; to thinking. The essay 
is 'on the ‘way’ towards Heidegger’s 

_central problem, namely, what it means 
^ CSeinj. 'To think,' as he has 

said on another occasion, is to con
fine yourself to a single thought that 
one day stands still like a star in 
the world's sky." For Heidegger, this 
central question is concealed, it is 
concealed by the technological world 
in which we live. This essay is an 
attempt to deconceaI this concealing. 
This concealing is intimately con
nected with the sense that our words 
'mean' in that they refer or corres
pond to things. The way in which the 
essay speaks addresses the manner of 
speaking that speaks 'truly' only if 
what it says corresponds to the things 
so represented. His claim is that if 
we are sufficiently aware of what hap
pens to our 'ownmost' even as we read 
this essay, even as we think as we 
ordinarily think, we will move into 
the precinct of the central question 
of Being — a precinct which appears 
to us as a Nothing.

* * *

In the following essay we are 
asking about technique.* This asking 
leads one down a path. Hence it is 
judicious to pay attention most of 
all to the path and not to get hung 
up on individual sentences and topics. 
The path is the path of thinking.

* Heidegger does not use the word
"technology," as we would normally 
use it in English. I retain the 
German "Technik" via the French 
form "technique." To use "techno
logy" would imply a X6yoa of Texvrt 
and that is what this essay is about.



All paths of thinking pass, more or less perceptibly, through language 
in an unexpected way. We ask about technique and thereby would like to 
make ready a free Copen] relationship to it. The relation is free when 
it opens our being-there CDasein] to the being CWesen] of technique. If 
we are adequate to this task, then perhaps v;e may experience the techni
cal within its own boundary.

Technique is not the same as the being CWesenI of technique. When 
we search for the being of a tree, we must be aware that that which per
vades every tree is not in itself a tree which can be encountered between 
the other trees.

In the same way the being of technique is in no way technical.
Hence we never will experience our relation to the being of technique as 
long as we put the merely technical before us and deal only with it — 
either we satisfy ourselves with that or shun it. Overall we remain un- 
freely chained to technique, whether we painfully affirm it or negate it. 
Worst of all, we are betrayed to technique when we treat it as something 
neutral since this representation, which people today cherish in a special 
way, makes us completely blind to the being of technique.

The being of something, according to ancient teaching, is what some
thing is. We ask about technique when we ask what it is. Everyone knows 
the two statements that answer our question. One states: technique is 
a means for goals. The other states: technique is an activity CTun] of 
men. Both definitions of technique belong. For to lay down goals, to 
create and use the means thereto, is a human activity. To what technique 
is belong the preparation and use of material, apparatus and machines, 
the thing prepared and used, as well as the needs and goals which the 
former serve. The totality of this arrangement is technique. Technique 
itself is an arrangement, in Latin, an instrumentum.

The foregoing representation of technique, according to which it is 
a means and human activity, can be called as the instrumental and antro- 
pological definition of technique.

Who would deny that this definition is correct? It openly points 
toward what one has before his eyes whenever he speaks of technique.
The instrumental definition of technique is so uncannily correct that it 
still suits modern technique with which we are, with a certain justifica
tion, chiefly concerned since, in contrast to ancient manual technique, 
modern technique is thouroughly something different and hence, new. Even 
craftwork, with its turbines and generators, is a means prepared by men 
for a goal laid down by men. Of course, a radio station is less simple 
than a weathervane. Of course, the preparation of a high-frequency 
machine needs a complex network of different processes of technical- 
industrial production. Of course, a grain mill in a lost valley of the 
Black Forest is a primitive means in comparison to the hydro-electric 
works on the Rhine.

It is still correct to say that modern technique is also a means to 
an end. Hence the instrumental representation of technique defines every 
endeavor to bring man into the right relation to technique. Everything 
depends on dealing with technique as a means in the proper mode. Man 
wills it, as the saying goes, that "technique will become spiritual In



the hand.*' Man wills to master technique. The wiiI-to-master becomes 
more pressing, the more technique threatenes to escape man’s lordship.

But is it not established that technique is no mere means when we
come to the will to master it? Of itself, we still say that the instru
mental definition of technique is right. Certainly so. What is right 
confirms that what lies before us turns out to be the case everytime.
Yet confirmation, in order to be right, needs in no way to disclose 
Centhu11enj what lies before us in its being. Only there where such
disclosure takes place does one experience the true Cdas Wahre]. Hence
that which is merely right is not the true. It is the latter that first 
brings us into a free relation with what approaches us from its being.
The right instrumental definition of technique does not show us its being. 
If we are to arrive at the being, or at least near it, we must search 
through the right to the true. We must ask: what is the instrumental 
itself? A means is that whereby something is worked and so accomplished. 
What a working has as consequence, is called cause CUrsacheJ. But not 
only that by means of which something is worked is a cause. Also the 
goal, in terms of which the kind of means is defined, stands as a cause. 
Where goals are pursued, where means are employed, where the instrumen
tal rules, there prevails primal reality CUrsachIichkeit], causality.

For centuries philosophy has thought that there are four causes:
I) the causa material is, the matter, stuff, e.g., out of which a silver 
chalice is prepared; 2) the causa forma I is, the form, shape that the mat
ter goes into; 3) the causa final is, the goal, e.g., the ritual by which 
the needed cup will be defined according to form and matter; 4) the causa 
effeeiens, the silversmith who works the effect, the completed actual 
chalice. What technique, represented as means, is, discloses itself when 
we lead the instrumental back to the fourfold causality.

But how is it that causality, in terms of what it is of itself. Is 
wrapped Chulit] in darkness? Indeed, for centuries men have acted as 
though the teaching about the four causes is a crystal clear truth fallen 
from heaven. Nonetheless it is time we ask: how come there are exactly 
four causes? What does cause precisely mean in relation to the four? 
Whence is the causal character of the four so specifically determined 
that they belong together?

As long as we do not let ourselves into these questions, causality 
remains dark and groundless, and with it the instrumental, and with that 
the current definition of technique.

For a long time men have cherished the representation of cause as a 
working [^das BewirkendeH. Working CWirken] means, results from conse
quences, effects. The causa effeciens, just one of the four causes, de
fines alI causality in an authoritative way. That is carried so far that 
men no longer reckon the causa final is, finality, with causality. Causa, 
casus, belong to the verb cadere, to fall, and means that which works^ 
does so in such a way that something falls out as a consequence. The 
teaching on the four causes goes back to Aristotle. In the realm of 
Greek thought and for this everything which subsequent ages sought for 
under the representation and topic of "causality" has unfortunately no
thing to do with working CWirkenj and working on CBewirkenj. What we 
call cause [UrsacheH, the Romans causa, was called by the Greeks aLtiov,



namely that for which one is beholden Cverschuldet] to another. The four 
causes are those which have modes of beholdenness that belong together.
An example will clarify this.

Silver is that from which a silver chalice is prepared. As this 
stuff CuXnH, it is co-indebted CmitschuldH to the chalice. The chalice 
is indebted to CschuldetJ, i.e., is obliged to CverdanktU the silver 
for that out of which it is constituted. However, the sacrificial in
strument is not only beholden Everschu!detj to the silver. What is be
holden to the silver as chalice comes into appearance as chalice and not 
as bracelet or ring. The sacrificial instrument is at the same time be
holden to the appearance Ee^^osI! of chalice-ness. The silver into which 
the appearance as chalice has entered, the appearance, in which that 
which is silver comes to appear, are both co-indebted to the sacrificial 
instrument in their respective works.

Debt ESchuId! to the sacrificial instrument remains a third factor 
prior to all. It is that which the chalice encompasses EeingrenztH in 
advance in the realm of consecration and distribution. Thereby the 
chalice is bounded EurigrenztH as a sacrificial instrument. The bound
ary gives an end EbeendetJ to the thing. The thing does not cease to 
be with this end, rather out of this end it begins as that which it will 
be after being established. That which gives an end Edas BeendendeH, 
which fulfills EVolIendendel is what the Greek t^Aos means, a word too 
hastily translated as ’’goal" or "objective" and thereby misunderstood.
The tcAos is responsible for EverschuIdet] what the sacrificial instru
ment is co-responsible for EnitverschuIdet] as stuff and appearance.

Finally, there is a fourth factor co-indebted EmitschuldH in the 
preparation and reading of the finished sacrificial instrument: the 
silversmith — but in no way whatsoever as a causa efficiens does he, 
in working up the sacrificial chalice, work on it as the effect of a 
making.

The teaching of Aristotle neither recognizes a cause with this title 
nor does it use a corresponding name in the Greek.

The silversmith concerns himself with Euberdegtl and gathers together 
the three fore-mentioned modes of beholdenness. In Greek to concern oneself 
with Euberlegen] means Aeyeuv, Adyog. It is rooted in 01110(^0iveodaL, to 
bring into appearance. The silversmith is co-indebted EnitschuId] as 
the place from which the bringing-forth and rest Ing-in-itseIf of the 
sacrificial cup take their origin and maintain themselves. The three 
modes of beholdenness mentioned above are obliged EverdarikenI] to the 
concern EUeberIegung] of the siIversmith for the fact that and the way 
that they come into play for the bringing-forth of the sacrificial 
chalice into appearance.

In the preparation and readying of the sacrificial instrument four 
modes of beholdenness consequently hold sway. They differ from one an
other, yet they belong together. What is it that unites them in advance? 
Where does the interrelatedness of the four modes come into play? Whence 
is derived the unity of the four causes? What, in Greek thought, does 
this beholdenness mean?



In order to guard ourselves from the fore-mentioned misunderstanding 
of beholdenness, we distinguish its four modes from that which they are 
beholden to. According to the example they are beholden for the pre
paration and readying CVor- und Bereitliegen] of the silver chalice as 
sacrificial instrument. Preparation and readying mark out
the presence of something presenting itself Cdas Anwesen eines Anwesendes]. 
The four modes of beholdenness bring something into appearance. They let 
it come forth into being-present-to CAn-wesen3. They let it loose and so 
let it be, namely into its fully ended arrival Cvollendete Aukunft]. Be
holdenness possesses the character of this letting-be LAn-wesenJ into ar
rival. In the sense of such an allowance CAnlassenH, beholdenness is the 
continually-letting-be CVer-an-TassenJ. In view of what the Greeks ex
perienced as beholdenness, aTTia, we now give the word "continueMy-let
ting-be" CVer-an-lessen] a broader meaning so that this word names the 
being of what the Greeks thought causality Is. The familiar and narrower 
meaning of the word "Veranlassung" Ccause, occasion] bespeaks only what 
gives an impulse and lets loose and means a kind of side-cause in the 
totality of causality.

Where does the interrelatedness of the four modes of continual Iy- 
letting-be come into play. They allow that which does not yet present 
itself to come forward into presence. Consequently they are uniformly 
pervaded by a bringing which brings what is presenting itself into ap
pearance. What this bringing is, Plato tells us in one sentence of the 
Symposiurn (205b): n Y^P toi in tou oojtos ets Td ov Ldvit ottiJoOv aiTia 
Ttacra eotl itoi^noLS.

"Every continua11y-letting-be CVeranlassung] of that which always 
goes over and precedes into presence out of what does not yet present 
itself is itouncTis, is bringing-forth-here CHer-vor-bringen]."

Everything hinges on whether we think the bringing-forth-here in 
its full breadth and, at the same time, in its Greek sense. A bringing- 
forth-here, TtotTriats, is not only manual production, not only artistic and 
poetic bringing into appearance and image. Also cpuais, what goes forth 
here from itself, is a bringing-forth-here. $dats is in fact itoLncris in 
the highest sense. For that which presents itself by nature Ccpucret] 
possesses the breaking-out of bringing-forth-here, e.g., the breaking- 
out of the bud into blossoming of itself Csv eauxc^)]. On the opposite 
hand, the manual and artistic object brought forth here does not possess 
the breaking-out of bringing-forth-here in itself but In another Cev 
aAXti)], in the manual worker or artist.

The modes of continue Ily-letting-be, the four causes, consequently 
came into play within the bringing-forth-here. Through the latter both 
that which has grown by nature and that which was produced by manual 
labor and art come respectively into their appearance.

But how does bringing-forth-here happen, be it in nature, or hand
work, or art? What is bringing-forth-here, in which the fourfold mode 
of continuaI Iy-Ietting-be comes into play? The continuaI Iy-letting-be 
is concerned with the presence of that which actually comes into appear
ance in the bringing-forth-here. Bringing-forth-here brings forth out of 
hiddenness [Verborgenheit] into unhiddenness [Unverborgenheit]. Bringing- 
forth-here appropriates itself only insofar as what is hidden comes into



unhiddenness. This coming roots itself In and hovers over what we call 
deconcealing HEutbergenl. The Greeks have the word aXr^deta for it. The 
Romans translate it with veritas. We say "truth*' and usually understand 
by it the rightness of representation.

* * *

Cto be ContinuedH
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The Span

white Dove

gone
unfolding in hand

over the endless water
to find land, >

Come days
of hanging on/

study!ng
the container

/learning

who don't
to forgive 
know

/Growing new green shoots, 
love,

to suffer again 
thru dead forms

of every thing roundabout
resisting change 

/Kneeling to rise.

to bless
be still;

blades
under the perpetually threshing

that fall
thru the unseen

hours
sifting weeds

from flowers,
while proud extremes perish, 
or return to the center / often, 
merely regarding

the Sun is enough.

— R. LaVeI le



The Flowers and the Songs

From the midst of the heavens come 
the lovely flowers, the lovely songs.
Our lust disfigures them 
Our craftiness spoils them,
but not those of the prince chlchlmeca TecayehuatzIn. 
Those of you who are with him, rejoiceI

Friendship Is the rain of precious flowers.
White tufts of heron plumes
Are Interlaced with precious flowers of red:
In the branches of the trees,
beneath them are walking and pouring libations
the lords and the nobles.

Your beautiful song: 
a go I den bIrd bell — 
you lift It up with great beauty.
You stand Inside a wreath of flowers.
Above the branees of flowers you sing.
Are you, perchance, a precious bird of the Giver of Life? 
Perchance have you spoken to the God?
The moment you saw the dawn 
you set yourself to singing.

May my heart strive for, wish for 
the flowers of the escutcheon, 
the flowers of the Giver of Life.
What could my heart do?
We have arrived In vain.
We have sprung forth on the earth.
Must I depart thus alone 
like the flowers that perished?
Shall nothing remain of my name?
Here on earth, nothing of my fame?
At least flowers, at least songs I 
What could my heart do?
In vain we have arrived.

We have sprung forth on the earth.

Let us be glad o friends 
Let there be embraces here.
Today we walk on the flowered earth.
No one here shal1 put an end 
to the flowers and the songs.
The last forever In the house of the Giver of Life.



Here on earth is the region of the fleeting moment. 
Is it so also in the place 
where life is somehow lived?
Does one rejoice there.
Is friendship there?
Or, is it only here on earth 
that we have come in order to know

one another's countenances?

Cuetzoaltzin

trans. Flinn, Medina



Mary Macneil

Clouds

How fatal are the low soft clouds 
that roll over the mountains. 
Rolling over the mountain, 
they cover and hide us 
and we know not the world.
How we forget, so quick 
We are taken in, so soft.

An illusion, the painted clouds 
An illusion they give to us 
the soft, low clouds encircling

And we are taken in, so soft.
We speak;
And with passion and with cruelty: 
(How the clouds cover and hide us 
Alone in the clouds we forget:)
We are not afraid, so soft:
We speak.

And then, too much later 
Too late for us, we look up 
and see the shining mountains.
We run and hide our faces 
And speak no more in the sun.



Chicago Woman

Chicago woman,
AI I those winters 
must of hurt you.

Sandoval Old man taiking to 
those young girls 
wrinkled face like deep 
furrow bark like a
tree standing amoung the little bright 
flowers.



The Pilot Story: 
Abraham

Michel Barnes

to anne and sarah

I remember in that prison the 
most often discussed subject v/as not, 
if ! am correct, our freedom, but 
instead, whether man would reach the 
moon. Somehow several pi lots had 
been put In the sane block and while 
we waited for the Spanish authorities 
to decide to kill us we talked about 
Men Walking on the Moon. The pea
sants In our block at first stared 
at us as if 'we v;ere ghosts—then we 
spoke in French or English and one 
of the pilots had some skin ripped 
out of his face by a brawl. The 
anarchists were very indignant over 
our elitism, and several of us re
ceived threats upon our lives.
These were each and everyone deserved. 
Afterwards we took off our flying 
jackets and spoke in whatever broken 
Spanish we could rrfanage. And the 
peasants came up to us, pretending 
we weren’t actuaI ly. madmen, and 
actually began to talk with us— 
about men going to the moon. Poor 
sons of bitches whose sole experi
ence with technology had been the 
modern weaponry that had blasted 
them out of their houses. And, as 
well, the guns bought on the Italien 
Black Market, or brought from Russia, 
and tossed out of the backs of old 
Dodge trucks. Tossed as the dust of 
what had been their houses still had 
yet to sett Ie. And the bIood of 
what had once been their families 
had still not yet dried. We had in 
our block a man now insane, who had 
found parts and pieces of his young 
son scattered across the back of his 
jacket. He had walked out of the 
bombed-out rubble of his home, watched 
some firemen bury broken bodies by 
an olive tree. V/alking down the 
road he had come upon two Socialists 
celebrating, and in a stupor he 
joined them—drinking their wine, 
eating their cheese. And when he was 
thoroughly drunk, as he began to 
dance around the evening fire, he 
took off his jacket, and brain and 
eye and finger fell to the ground.
It had taken several hours for him 
to stop screaming. A Junkers had



flown over to firebomb the fields near-by—the flames made it seem as 
day and the thousand faces of his child no longer had shadows to jump 
out of. He slept, and dreamed or cried his sanity away.

From our cells we could hear the explosions and gunshot of battle. 
Prisoners were herded into an old castle's stables. The commandant was 
a nephew of Spanish royalty. He was young and had gone to schools in 
France and England. He was a fellow who took pride in his uniform, and 
saw the revolt as necessary. But he loved France, and had had an 
English mistress, perhaps an English son. In any case he saw that there 
was no need to kill us right off. In two or three days the Republican 
forces might over-run this position, and if, if the officer did not 
escape then every prisoner left alive would be one more chance for the 
commandant not being shot. The commandant had great hopes particularly 
in two prisoners, one was a Spanish pilot who never claimed any parti
cular political affiliation. I had flown with the man; he was, by de
sign or naturally, the stuff legends feed on. A quiet deliberate man 
who killed with great skill though not without mercy. He was already 
a hero with the peasant sentries around our aerodome. He quickly 
gained the deference of the Spanish in our cell as well. The other 
prisoner was a Communist leader. A man for whom I had no respect at 
all. He had been to a University, read Marx, and Trotsky, and had 
come back to his village a revolutionary, a fanatic. In time he took 
over and had all those suspected of falange sympathies shot—including 
his father’s brother. The 'courage'' of this "dedicated'' leader of the 
people impressed the young commandant. He hoped this young, rigourous 
mind would see that not killing the man who had been so I lent when he 
had been in control was indeed right. The commandant often said things 
to that effect, in front of us all when he oversaw the inspections.
A most friendly fellow who would be shot—and only that if he v/ere lucky

I was the only American in the block. The peasants were very im- 
ressed with that. From the other Europeans I received neither respect 
nor disdain due to being American—a pleasant surprise. There was such 
a difference between the two brands of soldiers captured and huddled 
within this discarded stable. The volunteers from other countries were 
on the whole fellows who were at least trying to insure a deliberate, 
which is to say moral, regard or decision towards everything they came 
across. In the better moments they seemed to be fires burning away the 
wax, revealing the questions of Justice and responsibility that are in
herent in every deed and act. At their worse moments these aescetics 
seem to trivialize everything, cut it off from its context, transform 
our common situations into melodramas. The Spaniards however did not 
worry about the clarity of ''moral issues —without any 'piercing" pic
ture of right or wrong they had immersed themselves into the flowing 
and scalding matter of it ail. Young soldiers from France or Holland 
would talk, with honest concern, about the poor and oppressed of all 
the world—they would ask me questions about the States and listen with 
a concerned but knowledgable expectation of all the bigotry and cor
ruption I could report to them. Several times converstaions among 
these volunteers consisted of detailed reports of little known massacres 
political assassinations, conspiracies, and genocides. Details were 
pulled out like bad teeth and examined. The pick murder of Trotsky 
was discussed with the precision of a police autopsy. Information re-



garding the railroads was passed back and forth as If this were a con
vention of bank clerks or auditors. And finally I believed that every 
young man had left a monastery to come and fight this war so great was 
the knowledge and feeling expressed for the poor and oppressed, the 
starved and naked, every where around the world. This I said before, 
but it strikes me so when as v^e sat there and finally the peasants 
spoke we learned that this brave encounter, this mystical battle was 
a device of cur own handling and molding. Among themselves the peasants 
worried about their land, the grain, or whatever crop, their wife, ox 
and children. Parents or grand-parents were mentioned as well...but 
love and concern hardly stretched for each one of these heroes, to 
the horizon, and generally not beyond the plowed field.

When my Rata crashed I was pulled out of the wreckage by three pea
sants—two children, a girl and a boy, and a farmer who was their uncle.
I had been coming down on a Heinkel bl; I had set my sights on the black 
bars painted on the top wing. Squeezing the trigger is the same as 
breaking a peach, first it is hard and resists, then as you break the 
surface, it is ail soft, your hand becomes wet with sweat, the tracers 
are red against the breaking plane, and for an instant you forget that 
your grip has anything to do with the murder going on in front of you.
You are shocked, sucked in to this event, and then you pull out, the 
plane is burning, breaking, and perhaps there is a white parachute float
ing down—sometimes the white is on fire as well, and soon the man falls, 
falling as his plane did. As I watched ail this happen, the Messerchmidt 
came up on me. And then I fell. Burning patches peeled away from the 
stubby body of the Rata as sunburnt skin peels away from our arms and 
back. A wing broke off, flipped away, spinning to the earth. The 
Rata began to fall, losing its form and substance with every foot of 
altitude lost. Before I could move, before I could fling myself from 
the dying craft, it simply ceased to be. There was nothing beside me, 
around me, anywhere. Only space. I was falling free; I was flying,
I was dancing in the sky. Despite the sun, I could see the stars. There 
was no panic within me, no fear: I felt as the sail of a ship, the 
wind tugging against me—and what was it I pulled along? I was alone, 
cut off, my flight suit began to smoke. Instead of slapping at it with 
my gloves to put out the fire 1 believed instead that it was purging 
my body—cleaning away what v/as unnecessary. I watched with wonder and 
surprise as the fire continued into my body.

Then I was no longer alone. A woman, a woman with glowing hair was 
their in front of me. She was a ghost; the sky, clouds and stars floated 
through her. But she smiled, and moved her lips in speech. I could not 
hear her, the wind battered my ears. Then she reached her hand out to 
me. I leaned towards her, took her hand, and began to pull her to me.
She would not come, I pulled harder, cried out to her, I begged her in 
whatever mercy she might possess to come closer, not to hide away. She 
smiled, and drifted towards me. I felt her hand upon my chest, my heart 
pounding against it. Hy fingers drifted around her wrist...Then every
thing grew dark. She was smiling, I began to scream. I looked at her 
hand and arm but it had turned into the Rate's Joystick. I looked up 
for her; I only saw the camoflage green of the plane merge with the green 
of the field I was crashing into. Vdhen I awoke the children were pour
ing dirt on my arm to put out the fire on the jacket. The boy was gig-



-gling though: As so many men do when they are about to die 1 had been crying 
for my mother. I like to think that I called for the Lord as well. I fell 
asleep as they pulled me out of the plane.

The girl's name was Maria; she was fifteen years old, and had studied 
at the near-by convent school. Her brother was Juan, he was eleven. I 
awoke to Maria wiping my face—nearly, at times, scrubbing my battered face 
in an attempt to got the grease off. Juan was playing with my goggles. He 
ran across the field with his arms raised at his sides, pretending to be 
the airplane that had just brought me dov/n. I heard their uncle shouting 
in the background. I did not know what he was saying, though I believe that 
he was afraid of having me here, of taking care of me. Maria looked up 
several times, but did not stop. With all patience she mopped my forehead, 
murmured things over and over in a quiet and calm voice that was nonetheless 
intimate. I don't know if she thought of me as a broken doll or pet, or 
as her child, or perhaps even as her lover. The plane exploded behind us. 
Though I did not jerk or move with the roar of it the girl still seemed to 
think that the explosion signaled some increased need in me. Ignoring the 
burnt patches on my face she pressed her palm and fingers against me, 
eventually shutting my eyes as if it were time for me to sleep—perhaps I 
was supposed to be dead now, to complete the act. In any case, she was warm,
she was soft. My face fell against her breasts. She did not move, or seem
afraid. I began to pass out again, though i heard her uncie come upon us.
He immediately shouted and I felt Maria tense up beneath me, but she did not 
move. I tried to move my left arm to discover if my revolver was still in 
place, but the arm was burnt. I heard Maria go ''Hush . . . shhhh.' and
whether it was to me or to her uncle I don't know. I thought of the angel
waiting for me up there, outside my plane, in the sky, and I thought that it 
was all right to die now—to go up to her. And if not, then I was resting 
softly in this young girl's arms, resting perhaps as Christ rests in His 
Mother's arms in the Pieta, but resting. Again she shushed me. As I passed
out it seemed as if the red band of the Spanish Republic was flapping over
me, falling over me as a flag covers the body of a dead soldier. It was all 
right, it was expected. I was dying. I tried to look through the red to 
find Maria's face, to see what she looked like again. . . and perhaps to ask 
her if she knew the name of the angel that had beckoned me. But no, the red 
would not disappear; it was solid, and swallowed everything else up. And 
at that moment I turned over, away from Maria's breasts, giving my greasy 
face, my burnt arm, everything, including my shattered Rata, to the banner 
that was enveloping me, demanding me. I pushed myself into the hands of
Spain, hoping God v;ould approve, v;ould grant me this giving as a gift my
life, my body. And I hoped as well that some where along the line He would 
get me as well, that there would still be time and place to give something 
of me to Him. Maria, Maria, like your youth I feli from your arms and planted 
myself against the earth.

With books and rosary in hand Maria left for school. It was dark 
inside the cottage, and the light from the opening door lit my closed eyes 
red. I was awake, though I did not know it. V/rapped in warm, gentle home
made blankets and quilts I had never felt so comfortable, so at ease, so 
completely at rest. My burns had settled into numbness, the tiredness of my 
body prevented any new sensation, any yearning, any pain. In all my comfort 
there was no need to be aware of my body, of consciousness, of the need to 
open my eyes, to speak and be in this world. I felt like a child of nine, 
snug and warm in his bed on a winter Saturday morning—no school, the floor



cold, an opportunity to sleep late, to rest and dream. To play In dreams.
But I heard f'farla in the glow of red under my eyelids, and I remembered that 
I had wanted to look at her, see her, a long time ago.

I opened my eyes. She stood In her dress near the door, looking 
towards me, hesitating, waiting. And I had not failed her (I thought and 
think now with pride and relief). She smiled, I smiled. She waved, nearly 
dropping her books, and causing her white rosary to swing back and forth in 
her hand, (back and forth, like the white Helnkel breaking up, shaking this 
way and that under the weight of my bullets. Swinging, until finally it 
held no shape.) I did not wave back, 1 did not move at all, except to close 
my eyes. The red was gone. Some time later I opened them again, and 
Maria was gone.

The uncle came in, dragging a pitchfork behind him. Its four tips 
made white lines in the dirt. I thought he had come in to kill me. I cared 
about living and dying now. The bed was no longer as comfortable, as soothing 
as it had been. I found that I was sweating—I thought it was blood at first. 
Where was my gun? No thought for Maria, a child; no thought of having been 
pulled out of a burning plane and carried inside; no thought of this country, 
these people, that I left ocean-deep green hills for, that a little while 
ago I had been fighting for, spilling my body and breath for. And the hope 
that I had had—that I would be caught by something more, something even 
softer, warmer, more alive, than Maria . . . than her brother. Than this man 
here, with a pitchfork in hand. This man whose house I was in. This man 
whose home I was resting in.

He propped the tool against a dirt wall, and fell very tired in a 
wooden chair. I saw then that he was v/earing a hat, and I could see that he 
had not shaved for a long time. He was brown under the black stubble. His 
face was thin, he was missing very many teeth. He did not say anything to 
me; indeed, he did not even glance at me until he had tossed off his hat— 
it landed on the floor beneath a detailed crucifix-—and rested his face in a 
safe press between his two hands. He said a few things which I did not 
understand. He was not impatient for an answer. He stared at me, I tried 
hard to see him clearly. I said hello, told him my name, and thanked him.
At these he said nothing. I thought he had fallen asleep, there with his 
face bedded between his hands. Then he moved—leaned back, scratched his 
head, put his other hand inside his jacket—he wore no shirt, except for 
a torn and once-white tee-shirt.

I began to wonder if he had understood me, if I had in fact said what I 
had meant to say. My voice was weak, my accent bad in any case, and I felt 
a bit of vertigo and insensibleness whenever I moved. He was no longer 
watching me, but had his eye on a crack in the wall. I wanted to tell him 
that as soon as I was v;ell I'd be glad to patch it™though I didn't know 
how. Then I thought: does he know I’m for the government in Madrid? If 
he’s an anarchist does he care? Could he possibly be for the monarchy or 
the army? Perhaps his son is in the army. The red band of the Republic 
must have been still visable on my Rata. Did he look, was he there? Did 
he even know that the red bands striping my little green plane meant Madrid, 
and surely he knew what was happening in Madrid. And then I realized—all 
this while I had been flying and fighting, I had come from Tennessee, I had 
I had done all this, flown over this house many times no doubt, sent Fascist 
planes crashing in this man’s fields, and I had never thougt to find out if



all this was something other than an illusion that the peasants tried to 
live around and beyond. This poor damn farmer! For six months I was killing 
men and dropping bombs over his country without thinking about him at all.
I know, I know that I must have flown over this house or one or many that 
looked exactly like it and looked down with a smile. Once, I wished that the 
plane could hold two men, so the other fellow could take a picture of me— 
off to the left wing banked would be spread Spain.

Many times I had wished that I could cry, or go home, or do something 
that would wipe away what had happened—minutes or months ago.

The uncle came over to me with a wine bottle in his hand—a small 
wooden bowl in the other. He poured some out, propped me up ignoring my 
moans as his arm pressed against sores and burns, and poured red wine down me. 
I was surprised 1 could drink. I sipped once more, and though I wanted 
more of it I could no longer bear his arm holding me up, so I stopped, and 
indicated with my shoulders that I wanted down. He let me back, disappeared 
from my sight, and came by fifteen minutes later or so. He walked over 
in front of me, and lifted the blankets up a bit and peeked down the front at 
me. Perhaps he was asking if I wanted to empty my bladder, or wondering if 
I knew of some method since I could not walk. I shook my head, and he dropped 
the blandet, though not forgetting to put it snug around my shoulders. He 
went off again. I heard him shout—out a window I think. To who? I heard 
a boy’s voice, a young boy's. Then I remembered Juan. The uncle came rushing
by me, picked up his hat, and went out the door. Hot air rushed in in that
short time the door was open. From the wine and the blankets I was very 
warm, so I threw the blankets off. I got a look at myself then, for the
first time since the crash. I had not thought of it before this. I was
even surprised to notice that there might be changes.

Before looking I became worried that I had not thrown the blankets all 
the way back~-they had piled there at my ankles. I was afraid that I had 
lost my feet. I couldn't feel anything; I tried to move them, and thought 
that if they were there then they should have moved the pile. I tried to 
raise myself, or to kick the blankets away. . . but they only tangled more.
For this I came close to crying. I hit the wall several times, and I thought 
at the time that I cried out for help though I believe now that I never did, 
but only wanted to, thought to.

My legs would not raise high enough to topple the pile. I stopped 
trying, my stomach had knotted up, I had bruised a burnt spot on my arm. I 
thought I was going to throw up. I closed my eyes and tried to feel my feet, 
from the inside so to speak. I tried to feel my ankles twisting. I tried 
to feel the material against what I thought would be, must be, bare flesh.
But there was only a sweaty warmth under the stack, such as could be felt if 
only stumps or otherwise mutilated skin and bone might be there. I cursed 
everyone that I knew to be in the family, and those people I imagined who 
ought to be, stuck away in some room, or right outside. A mother, 
grandmother, aunt, nephew, cousin, son, daughter. I cursed them for 
ignoring my cries, for not answering my call.

For a moment I thought about finding my pistol and shooting the blankets 
off the bed.

Then I closed my eyes, and shivered. I was afraid at myself. I thought;



it’s only the wine, you haven’t had anything to eat for—how long? I 
realized that I did not know how long I’d been here, unconscious. I had 
not even thought to ask. Again, I was afraid .... How much, how much 
had I lost?

I thought: No, no no no. Perhaps when you called it was in English 
and they did not understand you. Perhaps everyone is In the field.

What If there is only those three? Where’s the girl, where’s the girl?

And finally, what If they’ve left me. Why did the farmer run out 
Iike that?

Stop this. It's only the wine. You are resting (without feet?) 
comfortably without feet In their house, and they will be back soon knowing 
that you can’t go anywhere since you don’t have any feet. It’s only the wine.

Tho room rocked back and forth several times. I grabbed hold of the 
bed. I thought Bombs! but it was only me drunk. It’s only the wine, and 
again I slept.

Maria was standing over me. ’My feet, my feet" i said. She leaned over 
and pulled the blankets off me, leaving my feet uncovered. The boots were 
off, but they had left my socks on. Maria peeled them off as if they were 
wrappings on a delicate relic. Is there gangrene? I thought. Maria took 
my feet in her hands and began to massage them, laughing at first, then 
making faces about their smell. They are funny feet, altogether white, and 
not used to being dirty.

Someone had killed one of the family’s cows. Maria’s uncle and brother 
were out tending to it now. The convent school was closed—a long holiday 
for prayer the Sister had said. Maria spoke English. She had had four years 
of it in school. She was good at it, she said. She was not the best in the 
class, and it was not her favourite subject, but she had to admit with the 
same honesty that she was good. She wanted to go to Washington and New York 
and Philadelphia and Chicago. She asked me if I had ever been to any of 
those places, but she did not wait for an answer. She said she had prayed 
for me this morning, and at noon in the Angelus. Had I heard the bells?
No one had come asking about the plane crash. Only one other student had 
mentioned it all day. The Sisters were silent about it. I was safe. The 
Lord had answered her prayer. I can stay here. Her uncle is a little worried, 
and does not like bums so I’ll have to work—particularly now with one cow 
dead—but 1 can stay here.

And she said her name was Maria, and her brother was called Juan.
And what was my name?

Airplane pilots come and go, moving on, flying from one place to another. 
I was born in Tennessee, and while I was there in Spain my father was at home, 
only fifty miles from where he was born, and he was working at the last of 
the three jobs he had held in twenty years. He had been a clerk, a farmer, 
and now he had a gas filling station. He knew everyone that came by, and 
every Commemoration Day he could go out to the church and cemetary and put



wax flowers on his father's grave, his mother's grave, his brother’s grave, 
and those graves for his father’s father's family. His father came from 
Kentucky; on his marriage he came with his wife to a place now called Rock City, 
and he settled there. He saw his son often, and when he died our family's 
life was changed. The first time I rode in an airplane I was scared, and 
when the plane landed I ran straight to my father. I was scared and dizzy, but 
I was excited too. He knew that, and I guess that's why he laughed. Later 
on when I flew again I did not run away from the plane at a I I when we landed.
My father knew I would never be a farmer so he let me go. I spent most of 
my time at an airfield where the army kept their planes. The depression 
came and the farm wasn't paying, so my father took over selling gas for 
automobiles. Now perhaps he will die or I will die and we shall not even 
know the fact until a long time after, when the letter finally reaches me 
or the government counts how many foreign volunteers have died, and sends 
a letter by ship. It is in the Bible that the land God has promised us is 
not a land like Egypt where v^e were slaves, the land we left and went into 
the desert. It is a land where God's eye is always. How is my father like 
Egypt, how am I his son like Isaac? Leaving is such an awesome thing. It 
is like love and death and conversion. Oh leave Egypt, leave the wilderness, 
leave our mother and father so to cleave, leave the dead to bury the dead, 
leave the mundane for the better part, leave our nets and plows and carry 
our crosses. Leave time and place—leave them for hope and love and a fire 
that heals. Leave for love.

My mother brought her camera out and stood in the yard by our car, 
waiting for me. It was still early in the morning, with a blue sky and over 
a group of trees the moon was still out. It was not going to be a hot day, 
not for June. It was a late summer. My brother tugged at his sweater and 
bounced up and down on the car's running boards. The car rocked and my 
mother said Stop that now Luke, and then she looked again at the camera. My 
brother jumped off the car and ran in the house, hitting my father and I as 
we came out the front door. Stay away from that radio Luke, my father 
shouted at him. Get your brother's bags, he'll be leavin in a minute. We 
stood on the porch, my father and I. My hands were in my pockets and I was 
trying not to cry, my father smoked a cigarette and said something about how 
poor women were at mechanicai things, like cameras and cars and won't they 
ever learn. We watched my mother for a while, her hair up in a bun and her 
shawl lifted up by the breeze and wound around her arms, the soft white wool 
getting in her way. Listen son, my father said to me and it was so sudden my 
arms jumped. Listen to me. I don't know about this war in Spain, I don't 
know why you're going, and aside from thinking you're going to get yourself 
killed I don't care about It. But I want to tell you about some things 
I've never talked to you about before. What I want to tell you about is 
women, and how you gotta watch out. I mean you may be a man now but you let 
people take advantage of you, and you're going to get in trouble one of 
these days. You're not going to be here at home with neighbors and friends 
and family all around. You'll be in a foreign country, in a war. You don't 
speak the language, you don't look a bit like the people who live there, 
and knowing you you're going to get yourself knifed one night, or some little 
girl is gonna to rub up to you and you'll wake up and find yourself with a 
slit throat or something. We won't be there to help you, and you're gonna 
have to watch out for yourself. Now I'm not telling you not to get 
yourself something now and then, I mean I know you need it now and then, but 
for God's sake be careful! Do you know anything about telling if she's 
got anything? Can you get up and just leave when she starts her little



tear-jerker? Cause they're going to do that, tell ya about their mother, 
their father, aunt uncle brother and sister, all of them nearly starving 
or dying of TB. Don't believe em. Keep your money for yourself, and be 
careful. You've been around guns long enough to know if one's worth a 
damn or not, so find you a good one and wear it all the time. And don't 
be afraid to use it. I was over there when I was younger than you and I 
had to use my bayonet once or twice. I know right now that seems wrong 
or something to you, but one night when ya ain't got anything to eat or 
some damn fool starts pushing you around, then you'll be glad you've got 
a knife or pistol. And use It, for God's sake; you'll be a pretty hero 
all cut up by some little Spanish bastard five feet tall cutting your guts. 
Don't trust anyone, and Just screw em and walk on. Believe me they aren't 
worth worrying about. And if things look too bad then just get up and 
come on back cause you don't owe them anything.

My father put his hand out and I took it. My hand was sweaty and I 
did't know what to do. And don't get yourself killed or burnt up in one 
of those little planes of yours — they aren't hardly safe to fly, he said, 
and he smiled. I smiled too and my mother called for us to come so she 
could take our picture, it was getting late anyway. My mother took a 
picture of me, of my father and me; and one of my brother standing beside 
me, him on the running board so he was as tall as I was. Then my brother 
took one of my mother and I. My mother started crying and I told her not 
to worry, that she wouldn't miss me badly after a while. I told her I 
would bring her a shawl and she smiled. It was time to go to the bus stop 
then. My mother kissed me and went into the house crying. My brother 
was silent; before he had been excited but I believe that at that moment 
he realized that I was leaving, and that I might not be coming back. He 
looked worried and scared, and I was happy to watch him wanting to say good 
bye in some deep way, with some proper sign. He was confused and surprised 
to find this sort of emotion in him, so I said Hey you write me, okay? He 
said yeah and smiled. Then I left, my father dropped me off at the junction 
saying it wouldn't do any good to wait around with me. The bus was on time 
and I got a seat by a window. I looked at the road outside and thought I 
am not going to die, I am not going to die. And I thought about dying all 
the way into Chattanooga. I slept most of the way on the train to Hewport 
News, didn't really talk to anyone. In Newport I stayed at a hotel and I 
thought everyone 1 saw was homosexual because that's what I had been told.

Maria's fingers were red with blood from cutting meat for supper; using 
a bucket of water I had drawn for her she washed her hands and cut cheese 
for me. In love with her. I sat at the table and watched her, watched her 
hands and face. Her hand fell from behind her ears and covered her face;
I jumped to push it back, and when she looked at me and smiled it was good, 
it was wonderful, it was so good. Hello, hello, I said, and she smiled 
again, and I watched her and was happy. The first day it rained the yard 
turned to mud; Maria stared out the window and said she did not like the 
mud. Oh, does it make you sad? I asked. No, she said, and reached out 
and touched my temple and ear, above a burn (I was standing beside her).
No, she said, but Uncle will come in wet and he'll bring mud and bugs 
with him — what a mess it will be! She left the window, 'It is time for 
the rosary." And your uncle? I asked. He will be in for supper; we don't 
have to worry. You are Catholic? Your father is a farmer. Maria bent



over and put her fingers in the mud and made a small ball. Pushing her 
thumbs in she made a tiny pinch pot. Are you married? No, not me, I said 
and shook my head. Do you have a girl waiting for you? I smiled and 
shook my head again. No. Have you a brother or a sister? Yes, I said 
a brother who is a little younger than Juan. No sister. Maria drew out 
a rosary with painted-white wooden beads and walked towards the east 
wall of the house. I did not know what to do. Water dripped from the 
ceiling and hit my foot. Even Juan knows his rosary, Maria said, even 
stupid Juan. The priests have taught us. My uncle gets mad at them 
and the priest stares at him in church, but if we did not receive the 
Host my Uncle would be hurt. The rail at our church is very nice; it 
was carved by the carpenters of the village near by... It is old but 
it looks fine and even Juan is careful when he kneels. Five years ago 
men were killed in front of part of it and there is still some blood 
on the floor. All my friends try not to look at the stain, it is ug
ly. I close my eyes to receive communion.

In quiet, in standing before her as she was to pray, in love with 
her, my fingers wished to crawl to hers, and being brave, saying thus,
I have waited. Not innocently, not gently, not with belief always, but 
living and working and not dying, for the believing’s sake, for the 
finding, for the rest. In brown hands, rosary, brown hair brown eyes.
If is not me that has made you but God. Stillness. Not time, not age.
Oh still. Not the hunter lifted into battle, not the plowman lifted 
into yellow dust ore, not the body falling blue space sky and vacuum.
I would speak slowly, moving at times into ritual, moving at times into 
memories, moving that time Into that vessel we are to become. I do 
not want you as some men want as I sometimes want, you in taking.
Find me, find you, giving, in God’s Hand. And as you came a girl from 
your mother’s womb, from your heart came a woman. Find from my rib your 
heart and come a wife. The presence of the Lord is among the living.
I do not mean to speak against the Lord, Lord forgive me. You have 
found me in tiny rooms, and you have touched me in that closet where 
1 am husband. You have called the gate family and you have rested your 
cross against it. I would have taken a woman and made her mine, you 
have taken two, made them one made them yours. In foolishness I was 
told to take, but You have promised to give. Maria, have I been given? 
Open hands now close-fingered to the rosary.

Maria faced the wall and I could hear her speaking very quietly.
I began to cry, without noise, and with only little tears. Maria, Maria,
I do not want your body, I do not want to destroy you, I do not want any 
thing bad. I am just alone and I think it is time of the war, and they 
continue to fight. Until one day they get shot or they go crazy. It is 
time for someone to say Yes I am tired and yes I am stopping, I am 
getting out, I am leaving, I am calling it quits and alI this is without 
meaning to me, it is ridiculous. I will not be foolish and say that what 
I want is ''*the simple life,” for no one has that. I will be a bit daring 
and say that I look forward to finding great things and to escaping those 
things that will drink my blood. 1 want—

and the woman was there again, the woman outside my crashing plane, 
the woman 1 had called to. She was standing by the window and she was no 
longer tranparent. She wore a grey dress such as I had seen in Virginia,, 
long but above her ankles. She had thick high-heeled shoes on and I



thought, well she got through the mud all right. She was looking at me, 
smiling to me,; then she turned and smelled the corsage she had on her 
dress. It was white with drops of red near the center. In the air I 
had called to the woman and clutched at her and tried to pull her to me, 
but now I could not even speak to her. I did not know what to say, how 
to address her. She looked like so many other women now, with her hair 
up under her hat and her face made up. It was her, the woman from the 
clouds, the woman I had touched, it was her, but it was no good: there 
was nothing I could say to her. I stood there, biting my lip, and she 
spoke. She called my name. "Here I am" I said, and my hands opened up, 
waving, "Does the rain depress you, you look so sad?" she said. "Only 
a little bit" i said. "Actually I like it a lot. It makes the house seem 
closer, do you know what I mean?" But I looked at the house with the 
walls as they were, with only a crucifix and a statue of Mary, and the 
cracks I had not yet fixed, nor even learned to. The walls were pale and 
white and dirty, and the floor was Just dirt, and the people were poor.
I saw Maria kneeling in front of her statue, her loose dress covering 
the back of her legs, the material getting so dirty as she knelt. "Do 
you know what I mean?" I said. The woman nodded and said Yes. "Is there 
anything wrong then?" she asked me. "Depressed." I said. "Depressed 
and lonely, and ,my arm hurts alot from the crash." "Yoo'r6 fooking fine 
thoughj the burns are heali'ng. You shouldn't let yourself get like this." 
She started towards me. "Your hair isn't as long as it used to be." I 
said. "No, 1 cut it, it's the style now, and it was hot anyway. Do you 
like it?" "Yes, it looks nice, but — I prefered it long. You look nice, 
but i liked it long." "It'll grow back." she said. She was close to me, 
an arm's reach away. She was smiling, and I thought. Okay. I put my red, 
sore hand against her cheek. Her face was very soft and cold, as if a 
wind had been blowing against it. "Do you think you wiI fly again?" she 
said, her eyes being very wide. "Sure,nothing stops me. Except if I 
don't go back." I put mu other hand on her face and we stood looking at 
each other. Oh there's Maria! I thought for a moment. You love her, 
what are you doing? The woman kept looking at me and smiling, I don't 
think my doubt showed. Maria is never going to love you, and besides she's 
just a child and anything between the two of you would be ridiculous if 
not perverted. She's a chi Id, while... I need a kiss and I need to be 
held, I am bruised and tired and I want to press against something soft.
And this woman, this ghost: this is all wrong, dirty, rotten, and obscene, 
this Is something I shouldn't be doing. I closed my eyes and leaned over 
to kiss the woman. Her lips and mouth were warm and it was nice. My 
face turned warm, but then it felt like a breeze was blowing and there 
was a chill. I lost my balance. Someone called my name and I tried to 
turn my head. I opened my eyes. Maria was getting up off the floor with 
a look of horror on her face. The rosary was swinging in her hands as 
she ran towards me. Oh what is wrong? she called to me. What happened? 
she asked. I found my hands to be pressed against my face; I pulled them 
away so I could catch Maria and not fall. But as I reached for her I saw 
that my hands were covered with blood. Red, dripping blood. My stomach 
wretched and I thought Oh My God!! I was shaking and a drop of what I 
thought was sweat fell from my chin. It hit the floor with a bright red 
circle. Maria grapped my shoulders and said Don't fall! No, don't touch! 
she said. But I brought my hand to my face anyway and rubbed the back of 
it against my cheek. It hurt like hell, I jerked it away and the hand 
was covered with blood. It was my face then. Oh Maria help, I said, and



and kneeled then laid down on the dirt fioor. Oh my God what’s happening?

^4a^ia was over me. She put her rosary down beside her and began to 
wipe my face with the hem of her dress. Biood was running in my nose and 
mouth and she had to biot it off my eyelids. My face was beginning to burn 
now, particularly in the places where t had been hurt in the crash. ''Why 
did you do it?*' she said as she worked over me. 'You stupid,'' she said,
'■you, stupid, you shouidn’t have done it. You know better.' Do what?
Do this, did i do this? "Maria, i was dizzy, sick, drunk, what did i do?"
"You stupid, 1 saw you pick at your wounds and press them, I think you cut 
into one with your finger, finger, yes fingernaii. It must have hurt, you 
made noise, i turned around. Why did you do it. Do you have a fever?
There's blood and stuff all over your face, you look terrible, sick, you 
were getting better. Oh you are so much like a chi Id, you have to take care 
of yourself. Don’t you know what to do? Have you been drinking? Don’t 
you know what to do? Maria got up for a moment and came back with a pan of 
water and some linen with which she wiped my face. The rags came away red and 
dirty, full of blood. My stomach was tight and I thought 1 was going to 
throw up. "it is not that much blood," she said, "It looks bad, and you 
will have scars, you stupid, but you’re not going to die. I have seen much 
worse. And you, with fighting, the war, people getting shot, getting shot 
in their airplane. You have seen worse, so many people have been shot. Why 
did you do this, I don’t understand, even Juan knows—why, it must have hurt. 
You are such a child." She was right; there have been men who came in with 
big bloody holes in their sides, their hands a mash where high caliber 
armour-piercing bullets had cut the metal of the plane and gone on through. 
Sometimes a shell would hit the canopy glass at an angle and the glass would 
shatter and shoot through the cockpit, cutting your face up. Every cockpit 
had a hole in the bottom of it where blood and bits of gore could be flushed 
out with buckets of water. And once a pilot came in with a bit of flak in 
his side. It had run along his chest horizontally and the man could not be 
picked up straight out of his cockpit without his stomach bulging out as if 
to fall free. So while the doctor shot the man up on morphine two mechanics 
took torches to the side of the plane and cut a square out. Later, someone 
higher up complained about ruining a plane like that, but no one paid any 
attention. Besides, they fitted a steel plate over the hole, and though It 
cut down on air speed, it was better armour than any other plane had. People 
liked flying that plane.

My face stopped bleeding. Maria told me to lie quiet, and to be still 
for a few minutes, then I could get In bed If I felt like it. She poured 
the dirty water out and sat in a chair, resting and watching over me. I am 
a pilot I thought to myself, I have come to Spain to fight for freedom and 
fight against the fascists. I have killed people, and many times I have 
nearly been killed and Oh God I am tired of all of this. Why, why or what 
the hell was I doing. And the woman, the ghost, what happened? I really 
don't know if I will ever fly again, I’m scared to now, and besides it Just 
means fighting and killing. It is tiring, its terrible. I wish I were a 
farmer, I wish I was back in the U. S. I wish I had no memory, and I want to 
be stupid, dumb, I don’t want to feel so much, and I wish that 1 didn't feel 
like I’m crazy, or something. Innocence, being a child. That's it. A good 
man. A good man that a woman can love. But we are all good men and that’s 
the truth. Even me. I would make as good a husband as anyone. And anyone 
would make as good a husband as me. It is so unromantic. Everyone is the 
same. Everyone is worth loving, worth marrying. Some people are easier to



get along with but It isn’t really so different. So many girls, women I’ve 
met that I could have fallen in love with and probably married and come out 
all right. And there are men worth having worth being married to every where. 
Good men. Fighting over a woman is ridiculous, and so is thinking that you 
are some special guy. And why is it that so many people are alone, why am 
I so crazy, why do I want Maria and only Maria. There must be some nice 
Spanish fellow around here, perhaps after the war. A nice looking girl like 
her . . . I will come back after the war and check and see if she got married 
and tp who. Maybe we wi11 win and Spain will be a nice place to live in.
Or the army will win and everyone will be dead, or living in camps. But the 
army is Spanish too, maybe it won’t change that much! But the revolution, the 
people, the freedom, the right, and yes the dignity. How can a man be a 
farmer under the fascists? They did it for hundreds of years under the 
monarchy. Stupid, so stupid. Went crazy and picked at my burns and here 
I am, scaring a little girl out of her mind. I traveled three thousand miles 
to do it too. Maria! three thousand miles to scare her! I will go back to 
my airplanes and stuff as that and maybe she can forget about me and have 
a good life. Oh my friends at the squadron will smile and grab me, and it 
will be very strange all over again.

A man comes to his plane, and it is no innocent thing. Feeling very 
heavy, feeling very fast, being full of words and thoughts and almost wanting 
to cry and say Oh what is this. Feeling and being and having all this I would 
watch them check the plugs and cylinders, and finally my Spanish mechanic 
would wave an old grey hat at me, and Manuel or a Frenchman would slap me on 
my back with the same feeling that I had earlier or would later take their 
hands and arms, or wave with a clenched fist, and out to the airplane I would 
go. I was a good pilot, so they gave me a Rata, Fresh pilots, or poor ones, 
flew the bi-planes, 1-15, and if they lived through that then when more Ratas 
came in they would get one. Ratas were short stubby planes made in Russia, 
and they didn't do very well. But I was happy with mine. I would laugh and 
slap the wing and my Spanish mechanic would smile and wave and tell me to 
shoot the bastards and God bless me for it. He had convinced himself that 
all the people I killed were Germans or Italians, that there were no Spanish 
pilots flying for the Army. I never said anything about it. I know that he 
never worked on the bomber planes, and perhaps he was being a good man, a 
moral man, and he had stopped himself in this moment and in this way from 
killing his brother, his Spanish brother, his countryman, a man who was no 
Moor. "The guns they are ready," he would say In English. He cranked the 
propeller, and for little while the small plane trembled and then rolled.
I flipped switches and the plane bounced and I would give it more gas and 
then the plane was mine: we were in the air.

Sometimes I would try the guns, or sometimes I would roll the plane a 
bit, waiting for the rest of the Squadron to join me. I have seen other 
planes trying their guns—sparks flying off the nose and there’s smoke:
Two thousand feet in front of you the lead comes together in a tight ball 
but you don’t see it because there’s nothing there to be hit and explode.
So you roll and you dive, and all this is very foolish and young and dangerous 
but you are a pilot as well as a killer and you must do something. Twelve 
stubby green planes sent from Russia. 15 kg. anti-personeI bombs under the 
wings and so-and-so many rounds fire in the drums. I have been a hero, 
with my little plane I’ve done somebody some good. All the pilots did except 
for a Dutchman who tried but died in the process. Two months after I 
arrived in Spain our squadron was stationed very near the front. The



government was being very bravado, and our commander ordered the 
group close to the fighting. We’ll show the falange bastards he 
said and majors and captains slapped his shoulder. We took a lot 
of bombing and straffing and someone suggested we kill the commander 
or drop a little note on the capital telling them what was hap
pening here. One morning while the planes were being loaded for 
a sortee there were explosions and clap sounds coming down the 
road. The alarm bell was ringing like crazy and our sentries came 
running towards us, begging us to take off. The fascists were 
coming. They were in tanks. They were shooting everyone, but they 
must not destroy the planes. A bunch of us were standing around 
waiting for the planes to be ready, and we didn't know what to do.
My mechanic was a black speck with his short arms waving. He called 
my name, and I said Let’s go. Several planes were cranked up al
ready, their pilots waving hands in a circle over their heads.
The bastards! someone said and I didn’t know if he was talking 
about our Spanish or the army coming up the road. Then I saw a 
plane taxi out and there was a black shadow on the wheel brace and 
I was surprised to see bombs on the tiny pursuit planes. Then I 
saw that the shadows weren’t bombs at all, but ground crew people 
hanging on. Damn, I thought and kept running towards my plane.
My mechanic met me, his eyes wide, his grey cap stuffed under a 
belt. I was scared, I didn’t want to die, and I didn’t want him 
to die. Not from tanks, not from falling from my plane. I almost 
said to him. Vie’11 get our of here man, run, it’s your only chance! 
But he grabbed my shoulders and said. We will do it, you and I and 
my plane, if we just pray we can do it, yes, yes. Mother of God, 
Crucified Christ, we can do it. Someone had put a torch to the gas 
stores and they were exploding loudly now, and all around there 
was the white smoke of artillery exploding. Oh damn, I said, 
damn, and I climbed into the cockpit and tied myself in as I always 
did. We had no parachutes, not for me, not for my mechanic. I 
shook my fist and the poor man, the dear man started the engine.
The plane shook and 1 said to myself that he would never make it.
We were just about to roll when a sentry ran up and asked my mech
anic something. They both crawled up on the wing and Ruy said in 
English, He wants to come, will you take him? He says if we live 
he’ll take us home to his farm, which has fruit trees. He says 
more, but he is scared Abraham will you carry him?

Yes, yes, tell him to hang on, I said quickly. The sentry 
was a short fellow who was a little chubby and I thought: Little 
man, you're just begging to get killed. I ran the throttle as far 
as it would go without shaking the plane apart. Ruy waved and smiled 
to the sentry and they both crawled off the wing. Then the little 
man pulled a locket out from under his shirt, broke the chain and 
threw it up to me. It was a cheap shiny locket with a cracked glass 
front. In it was a bit of brown hair. The sentry smiled and waved 
to me and then disappeared under the wing. Oh Lord protect us.
The plane rolled and 1 pushed the throttle to the wall. There were 
two planes out on the field. One was Manuel’s, the other belonged to 
the Dutchman and then there was me. The Dutchman was first and I 
could see only one man under the plane’s stubby silouette, a man 
on the left wheel mount. The field was full of smoke now and the 
bell, the warning bell, a stolen church bell, the bell was ringing



and I thought poor bastard for whoever was there ringing it. The 
Dutchman lifted up, plane number 3 in bright red. Perhaps ten 
fifteen feet and then the wing slipped dipped and a dark speck went 
flying off while the Dutchman and his plane hit the ground. There
was a huge ball of fire and I hit my rudder to roll out in another
direction. The wind! I thought. Let there be a good wind, and 
pulling all the flaps we left the ground. Manuel came up fifty 
feet to my right and I thought Good Lord it‘s a brick, she'll never 
fly! i>ly legs were tight and stiff against the pedals and I couldn't 
bring the plane higher than 75 feet. I kept it right over stalling 
speed and my back and hands were set for that funny lifting feeling 
which would mean I had lost one of the men. But it did not happen.
Half an hour later we landed. My legs were cramped and they had
to pull me out of the cockpit. Then the three of us, Ruy, the 
sentry, and me, put ourselves flat against the grass and the laugh
ing gigggling sentries and pilots from the second squadron aerodome 
poured red wine down our throats, shooting as a jet from goatskin 
bags. Well American, the sentry said, you are a hero; And I am too;
A hero without being a martyr. We later learned that it was the 
Germans who had attacked us. We made a pool of spare fruit and 
cigarettes and the man who had downed the most planes from the 
Condor Legion during the week got to pick it up and share it with 
his ground crew. We found someone In the Brigade to bring a letter 
to the Dutchman's family. The Communist party sent a man to the 
family of the mechanic who had been on the wheel.

I was captured by an Army patrol one afternoon. I do not want 
to talk about loss, or dreams made, or what sort of love i had for 
Maria and how this love, this great love, this love that kept me 
up at night and which I did not understand nor perhaps want, how 
this love was lost, taken away. Love. She had long hair which 
fell over her face often, and in the evening I threw my flight 
Jacket over her shoulders and Maria smiled and pulled it closer 
about her, for the evenings were cool and she was young. Six men 
with brown jackets and old rifles found me while I was watching the 
animals. They saw my boots and the red and black bandana around 
my neck; and with those old guns leveled at me they asked me for 
identification papers. The corporal's cheek muscles were jerking 
and I could see one soldier's hand jerking. No tengo arma ninguna.
I have no gun. I put my hands over my head and I thought maybe I 
should smile. Do not kill me, do not pull those triggers, do not 
let it end right here in this way for I don't want to die. It is 
alI simple, you must see what needs to be done. I don't want to 
die. I am an American, I am a pilot, (my father is a farmer)
Come along, the corporal said. Two of the men came forward and 
wrapped some cord around my wrists. Ctome along, we will take you 
to our commandant. He will want to talk with you. What are you 
doing here? I will not shoot you as a spy. But what are you doing 
here? It is getting late, we'd better go back. Come along. 1 
will not shoot you in the back; Eh, you must trust us, you are a 
prisoner and 1 have not shot you yet. it was over very quickly.
1 found myself walking. 1 had a sharp pain beneath my stomach and my 
body was tight. You've been hurt, one of the soldiers said pointing 
to the burns and bruises on my head. Are you a hero? he asked me. 
I've seen others shot up like you, a friend of mine as a matter of



fact. But don’t v/orry. It was probably my brother-in-law v/ho 
shot him. I't/ brother-in-law is a pig. There are men, take my 
word for it, that would shoot you now: officers v/ould. And if 
you try to make me a communist I may shoot you. But otherwise... 
There were sharp pains coming now and then in my loins. Another 
soldier wandered up close to me: You see this hill, he said, it 
is called Moriah. It was named that a long time ago. We found 
some firewood atop it yesterday—ah, we were warm last night from 
it, eh Roberto! Let’s have some wine. You can have some wine 
too.

The soldiers were only peasants. Rougher people than I was 
ever with by choice, but not cruel people, not murderers. They 
gave ms some wine, and asked me all about America, and why I was 
fighting against them, and didn’t I hate the anarchists, and was 
I an atheist that I could support the communists? I did not an
swer any of these questions very well. I relied upon my poor 
Spanish to explain that "The answers are long and difficult."
So we talked about soccer, about Madrid, and how amazing the 
guns the Germans had were, and how fast and deadly the planes had 
become. They asked me if I liked being a pilot, and if it was 
difficult to fly a plane. I told them that I loved to fly, that 
though I could not play in the sky as I had hoped to do when I was 
a child and saw a plane, I nonetheless found something pretty in the 
sky, and I often felt for my plane, what any other man might feel 
for a good hat or a pair of boots, or a fine knife. Or a good whore 
one of the soldiers suggested with a laugh, I laughed too. We 
moved east, now and then leaving the road to cut across a field 
or woods. On the other side of the hill we had left v/as the 
house where Maria and her family lived, and they were safe. I 
drank a little bit more wine, the pain beneath my stomach went 
away, and I began to think, I am a prisoner. They will kill me.
I am a pilot who kills people right and left and the foot soldiers 
probably hate us. I am a foreigner. I am the enemy. I felt dizzy 
now, and disoriented. I drank more wine and thought about asking 
for something to eat but decided not to. And suddenly I realized 
that I was a tired sick man and I never should have agreed to work
ing for Maria’s uncle so soon after my crash.

For a long time I was in a daze. I don't remember noticing 
any bush or tree, and I stopped thinking about Maria, about all that 
I suppose it might be said that I fell asleep—or something like 
that. The sun was going down and we were all tired: there v^as 
no more conversation. I looked at the two soldiers in front of me 
and followed the motions of their brown jackets as if there was no
thing else to see. And that was the way It became: everything 
else vanished. At first I tried to amuse myself by finding some 
revealing mark or stain or shadow on the jackets. A poetic black 
of dried blood, a romantic purple of spilt wine, or the dark brown 
stain of a soak mark of water. The black and grey of powder burns. 
Nothing. My mind stopped looking and everything was simply and 
quietly brown—the brown of a hastily sewn jacket which did not 
protect one from the cold, could not shed water, was as good as 
nothing against a bullet or a bomb, and which would not even serve



as a blotter against blood. There, quickly and quietly, with scarce
ly my noticing It, my heart went to sleep. I have been told that 
life In its grander scale is no different from that movement which 
is life In a heart. For as anyone who has seen a frog slit open, 
or a man with his chest blown away, can tell you, life's blood flows 
from the heart as a wave. A pulse. One moment the heart goes out— 
it expands. The next moment the heart comes In—It closes like a 
flower at night. Life in general is like that. The life we all 
say we are living; the one that we move In, much as, I suppose, the 
heart that Is in us. Sometimes life goes out, expands, and much 
that is life-giving and sustaining pours In. And on other occasions 
life closes, shrinks, almost swallowing itself, and we seem to grow 
numb. Walking along the road seems to have been that sort of moment, 
that closing numb sort of thing. Like a small tired child who has 
had all his energy spent on the drama of cutting himself or falling 
from a tree and being bruised, in this fashion my heart curled up 
against the comfortable but temporary warmth of my body, happy almost 
to do so.

On one of the early nights In the prison we were all sitting 
by the window and someone said the moon v/as made out of green cheese. 
Someone else told him no, it was not. We talked like that for a 
long time. We alI dearly wanted to go to the moon.

There was in my cell a young Spanish fellow who served, some
times, as our translator. He was about my age, and If he was a 
peasant farmer as the other Spaniards in the stable were then he 
fooled me. 1 sensed in him the young student who has seen the 
world, not only In books, but in traveling and making pilgrimages.
He was in appearance very similar to our prison commandant which,
I suppose, is another reason for this characterization of the 
young man. Perhaps he was the Intellectual that had risen out of 
the working classes that the Communists always talked of and the 
violent and bitter organizer thought of himself as. This young 
man had seen the world as I have said in study and In contemplation, 
and also in the family he often spoke of, and the methods of agri
culture which seemed to excite him so much. There was a Britisher 
amongst us and he delighted in talking to this young and very 
fresh and invigouratlng man. The British are always like that, at 
least outside of their own country; they stand in the wind so they 
can come back to their rooms and say. Yes we were blown about by 
the wind there, and be very happy about it, having found something 
which touched and moved them even after they had lost the ability 
to touch and move. Here I am being foolish. The Englishman's 
name was Thomas. We were all standing by the window, some listen
ers on the straw cots or squatting on folded flying jackets.
Thomas leaned over with the full moon falling against face. He 
said he wished he had a cigarette. Two or three people laughed.
The young Spanish fellow was staring out the window. I said. It's 
a nice moon, beautiful sky. Thomas asked the fellow what he was 
going to do when he got out of here. He said he was going to be 
a priest. The priests are fascists someone said. No, the young



man replied, no I knew one who was a saint; he was killed when they 
bombed the Basque villages. Saints and Fascists, someone else said. 
No, the Church is for the poor, he said. It does not look that way, 
but that is how it is. And if anyone throws a stone at the Church he 
throws it as well at the poor, and the opposite is true. Look and 
you will see that.

I was in Barcelona when we burned all the churches, and threw 
the priests out! one of the militia men said. I was there, I was 
one of them. I took the gold off the altar and I threw it out the 
window—people came and took it, they bought bread. What do you 
say about that?

I think you have done something you should be sad about.

Is that all you have to say?

I don't know what else to say, what to tell you. I am sorry 
you are so frightened. And that you have stopped hoping. Do you 
not know the story of Sarah, of how she passed close to a hundred 
years old and was without child. Her husband went in to the slave 
girl, much as you are going. What else shall I tell you?

The people are tired of the Church, of feeding priests, and 
having golden altars. They don't need her.

Much as Abraham denied his wife before the Pharoh.

Jesuits taught you! someone said and there was a spit.

What is it you want? the young Spanish man said. A miracle? 
miracles don't help; they tell a story, but the devil can tell a 
story, and often does. Do you want the Church dead, because she 
is barren? And if Sarah should suddenly be pregnant you would only 
laugh.

If all this is so, the Englishman said, then what hope is there 
for these poor people who do not understand anything, who do, quite 
truly, go in to their whores?

I do not mean to sound as if I am so certain that I cut off 
from time, from growing older and wondering about waking up tomorrow, 
but I personally take comfort in the fact that, how do you say it? 
Abraham is the hero of the story!

We were broken out that night. The militia made a charge against 
the compound in the early morning while it was still dark. I was 
asleep and the gunfire woke me up. At first I thought the guards 
were shooting the prisoners, and I was scared. But then I saw every
one pushing against the stable doors, and with a great shout the doors 
broke and men poured out. We were a I I free.

Men began to fall as soon as they made it out of the stabie.
There was gunfire breaking out everywhere. Guards and prisoners 
were fighting hand-to-hand. A lone artillery shot burst In front



of the stables and a handful of men fell. Jhe rest of us stopped 
after that, afraid of being killed. The wounded were moaning and 
everyone was thinking; We have to get out of here, and we have to 
help those poor bastards. Comrades! someone shouted. Comrades!
The wounds and blood were clearly vlsable from our distance. There 
wasn't much light. It wasn't dawn yet, not quite, but dark jagged 
edges on faces and chest, across legs and arms could be seen. One 
man was very still and his arms and legs were twisted. There was 
blood that seemed black running down his face, a long dark line 
running from his lips onto the grass. He was dead. I knew that.
A dead man, a comrade, a man broken by artillery. I wanted to 
retch; I have never gotten used to torn skin and blood, and the 
rumors are wrong, a dead man is not peaceful. He is this thing which 
will not only be that, he brings memories, he hands them to you.
But there is something wrong when it happens. The memories and 
gifts are sour. It Is not a giving, the man is no longer there, 
you are stealing and...It Is terrible. The body is not still. It 
moves, slowly, tightly. There are terrible noises.

There was more gunfire. Lord preserve us, and—those bastards!
I thought and I ran. Others came along. The young Spaniard was 
with me, the one who was going to become a priest. We made it to 
the wounded. I looked at the dead man. A clear liquid was running 
out of his mouth and nose and in It were tiny bits of matter. The 
grass under the man's head was soaked in blood. "Don't turn him 
over." someone said. We go now. People had their fellows over their 
shoulders and there was a man with metal in his gut who was screaming. 
Three men picked him up and I said. You are tearing him up.

We were all running now and everyone was shouting and waving 
red and black banners. I could see our men, the militiamen, where 
they all were. They saw us and began to wave and several men slung 
their rifles and helped us carry the wounded. I thought I was safe,
I thought we ail were. It's over, I turned to face my comrades. We 
all had smiles on our faces. But there was a crack and it seemed 
as if the air had shattered. The young fellow seemed to be pushed 
by a huge hand into the trunk of a near-by tree. Blood started 
pouring out of his back, I could not see his face. For a moment 
he was still, as If hung there on the tree, pinned by the rifle 
bullet. Then he slid to the ground and his blood was all over 
the bark. The metal had gone right through him and was sticking 
there in the tree. Two or three of the peasants crossed themselves. 
Someone put a shirt over his face and a crucifix on his chest.
Then the air cracked again. A shell exploded in the tree. But 
those people standing at the trunk, by the body, were not hurt.
We were all knocked to the ground, but nothing else happened.
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A SEX POEM

Cruising for doughnuts
in downtown
Turning

when the turn light allows 
left

Crossing in the crosswalk 
between white lines 

we see
a priest
saying Cto himself] 

je suis, 
tu es, 
iI est,

an existential crises
we drive on

obiivious.

Cruising for doughnuts, 
g lazed.

Albuquerque

- ETe(pav Guyos
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